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English In T.Sas

Introducing-GuestEditor

Chkanoi and the Pursuit
of. a Literary Identity:

Philip D. Ortego
As a Chicano educator. writer, critic, poet and
playwright. Philip D. Ortego .is one of the leading
interpreters of Chicano affairs, articulating the diverse range bf the Chicano experience. He is not only
a prolific writer on Chicano matters but has authored
scholarly works on such major British and American

writers as Chaucer, Shakespeare, Milton, Wordsworth, Johnson. Browning, Melville. and Steinbeck.
Among his works are We are Chicanos: An Anthology of Mexican American Literature (Washington
Square Press), The Linguistic Imperative in Teaching
English to Speakers of other Languages (Center for
Applied Linguistics), Issues in Language and Read-

ing Instruction of Spanish Speaking Children
(International Reading Association). A Medio Grito:
Chicanos and American Education (McGraw Hill),
and Chicano Content and Social Work Education
(Council on Social Work Education).

In addition to work appearing in literary magazines, his poetry and fiction areNncluded in various
readers and anthologies. His prose pieces appear in
such books as The Chicano: From Caricature to Self
Portrait (New American Librari), Ghostsdegthe Barrio
(Leswing Press), Gbal Making for English Teaching
(National Council of Teachers of English), CUrrent
Perspectives on Social Problems (Wadsworth), Introduction to Chicano Studies (Mac Millan), La Cause
Chicane (Family Servides Association), Foundation's
OPAmerican Education (Allyn and Bacon),. Essays
Today 7 (Harcourt Brace Jovanoyich), Searching for
America (National Council of Teachers of Englieh),
Improving College English Skills (Scott Foresman),
The Chicanos: Mexican American Voices (Penguin
Books), Voices: Selected Readings from El Grito,
First Edition (Quinto Sol), Encyclopedia Americana
(1971 annual), Shakespeare in the Southwest: Some
New Directions (Texas Western Press).

Dr. Ortego is a Director of the National Council
of Teachers of English, a member of the National

Ctuncil of Teachers of English Task Force on
Ricism and Bias in the teaching of English, a
member of the Literature Objectives Committee of
the National Assessment of Educational Progress,
,and past Chairman of the Committee on Minority. .
Affairs of the National Council of Teachers of English.

Dr. Ortego y is presently Vice Chancellor of the
Hispanic University of the Americas but is on leave

as Visithig Associate Profeesor of English at the
University of Houston. He joins the faculty of Angelo
State University in September, 1976. He l also associate pu sher and executive editor of La Luz PubliJ..hers of La Luz magazine, a Denver
cations
based g neral interest, pictorial magazine serving 20
milliOn Hispanos.
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An Introduction of Sorts . .
Philip D. Ortego y Gasca

.

One day recently a teacher-friend of mine dropped
me a line-asking me fors some assistance apropos

Chicano literature. The more I thought about her
query the more I realized the kind of problem Anglo

teachers are facing today in trying to satisfy the
urgent literary needs of young Chicanos everywhere.
There is no doubt that a literary identity is becoming
as important to Chicanos as has been theirpUrsuit of,
a historical identity (as well% as an ethnic identity).

And in her plea to fne my teacher-friend was
responding to her realization about the Ohicanos'
need for this literary identity. Her letter follows.

If it isn't.too much trouble, could you give me,a list
of Chicano authors in English translalon, both past
and present, who are good writers nd who.donlk
necessarily deal with revolutionary matters? I need
this help for my Chicano students. Some shorter
works than those you gave me for my own up would
be helpful as Warld things available in the library if cV
all possible.
My Chicano students are well un on revolution but
not literature (naturally there is no absolute distinction) and of course they prefer, to read .their own,

they tell ,me, even if it isn't as good (I quote).
Symposium doesn't mean much to them, but I told
them I'd read whatever they waintes1 me to read when

they write on it if they'd go ahead and read "my
awful Eng lish-Greek-French-Russian-JapaneseHebrew text. As they tell me, the trouble is they
themselves don't know the good from the bad in
Mexican lit. (They've never been taught this), and
Lord knows I don't. They know something of Cervantes, hov/ever, for one young man told me that
Cervantes was to them as Shakespeare was to me, .
but I was quick to claim Cervantes as 'mine too (not
to mention St. John of the Crosi, St. Teresa of Avira,
Goya, Hector Villalobos, Father Serra, et al). I can

give them some direction in this waynot being
totally ignorantbut what, for example, are the
Mexican classics? And What are the best things by
Mexican Americans?
Living must be difficulfsometimes for these young
people who have such an intense sense of who they
are and such pride in it, even though they don't have
any of the material goods of the world. They crave
respect and recognition, and one can observe a kind

of fiery dignity in their eyes and bearinga whole
troop of young Zapatas. As "Shanty Irish" and "poor

white" myself, aepeople of the earth, people who
have worked with their handsand had to struggle for
what they achieved, I understand them better than
the grandee or hidalgo would, despite "race." There3.

.

is turning toward understanding himself in terms of
his historical-intellectual-literary presence. For this

I
hope they don't see .me in the rol of the
oppressive Anglo, but that is probably inevitable: it
distresses me that they should.
After pondering my teacher-friend's query, I sent
the following reply.
Thahk you for asking me about Chicano writers.
Though it's important at the outset to differentiate
betWeen Chicano writers and Mexican writers. They

\:,fore,

reason, the Spanish and Mexican periods of the

Mexican Americans, that is, Americans in the United
tates of Mexican descent, usually from first generaVon on. Of these, few have been writers, that is, in the
mainstream of any kind of American literary activity
or movement, until recently. But this is not to say that

American southwest become important to him. Mexico is consequently important to the Chicano as one
of the taproots of the past, but he will be the first to
point out that he'efirst of all an American of Mexican
descent (Mexican Americar) and not a Mexican (nor
a misplaced Puerto Rican or Cuban as Oscar Lewis
would have us believe).
The Mexican taproot strfkes tWo veins: the hispanic and the native. That's'why Cervantes becomes
so important to them. But more important, still, are
the works produced by the pre-Columbian peoples

Mexican Americans have not been writers, for the

of Mexico. Leon Portilla (University of Oklahoma)

aren't the same. Chicano writers are exclusively

history of our people is replete with writer§ and

has done several volumes on this. Then there are the

literary activity. However, as I said, Mexican Amer-

writings of the* Spaniards and Mexicans in the

ican writers have not been part of the American
literary mainstream. And you can well understand

Southwestern United States. The most representative pieces of these are found in Hodge and Lewis'
Spanish Explorers in the Southern United States And
in Bolton's Spanish Exploration "in the Southwest.

why, I'm sure.
,
First of all, the mass of Mexicans who have come
to the United States Aince 1910 have been the most
pOor of Mexico, unlike those refugees from Cuba
since 1961. Consequently, it has taken the Mexican

Americans two generations to produce literary

The Chronicles of the Southwest (all originally in
Spanish, though a mass of them have now been
translated) represent then the Spanish colonial
period of American literature: the neglected aspect

\

minded individuals (or at least make a percipient

of AmeriOan literature, as I call it. The literature of the

U.S. (Americanthough the term applies to the

thrust). Chief of these is the Quinto Sol group of obr

entire hemisphere) begins in 1776. Anything prior to

Berkeley (though many of them hail from various

that on the Atlantic frontier is the gritish period of

parts of the country, like New York and Chicago, for
instance). The work of this group is represented in

the Jiterary quarterly, El Grito: A Journal of Contemporary Mexican American Thought, by and for
Chicanos to express alternatives for their own problems. Two volumes (12 issues) have thus far been

)

American literature, for the British cohsider all activities up 'to that point as part of their history too. So,
too, anything prior to 1776 in the South and South-

frwest of the United States is'the Spanish period of
American literature, though itwas written in Spanish.
And it is for this reason that we've failed to properly

produced, and number 1 of volume four has just
_

come out. A selection of pieces which have appeared

acknowledge this lacuna in American literature.

in El Grito appears in The Forgotten Pages of

After all, anything not in English can't be American.

American Literature, an anthology by Houghton:
Mifflin. But Quinto Sol has recently published an

Wow!

anthology of Mexican American literature'entitledEl

begin until this century with perhaps The Underdogs.
by Mariano Azuela, followed by Guzman's The Eagle

The most significant Mexican writing doesn't

EspejoThe Mirror. There are of course other
literary materials like George Sanchez' Forgotten
People, which is a classic among Mexican American
literary endeavors.though it is primarily a sociocultural work. In fiction, however, there are the works by
Jose Antonio Villareal: Pocho; John Rechy: City of
Night; Floyd galas: Tatoo the Wicked Cross; Richard
Vasquez: Chicano; and Raymond Barrio: The. Plum
.

-

Picker&-There are also such works as Americo
Paredei' , With His Pistol in His Hand: A Border
Ballad and its Hero; Fabiola Baca's We Fed Them
Cactus; Arthus L. Campa's Treasure of-the Sangre

and the Serpent, and then the writings of Vasconcelos, particularly his essays on La Raza (an important concept for the Chicano). There are also the
works by Juan Rolfo, Carlos Fuentes, land Octavio
Paz (see the Labyrin.th of Solitude especially).
Welt, amiga, this is but a sketch of things from
which you may be able to draw on for your fiery and
revolutionary Chicarios. In the role of Chicano literary historian I've come to a great and significant (I
hope) conclusion about the evolution of identity.

Unfortunately, in the procf ve scome to see

de Cristos: Tales and Tradition of the Spanish

the thoroughly racist character of the UnidStates,

,.
Southwest; et al.
Whatever choices one makes, though, the queer,

and that saddens me irideed. At any rate I hope that
my poor and feeble attempts to graft back onto the
Atherican literary body the' hispanic limbs of American literature may in some way belp to lessen that
racism. I'm somehqw .convinced that it will, just as
black literature is helping the black to help the white
bverconie his fears and prejudices.
I doubt tfilityour Chicano students regard you as
the oppressive Anglo, as you put it,, for you've got

the curious, and the quaint (anthropological pursuits) must be avoided, for nothing will turn off a
Chicano more quickly than tebe subjected to an
examination of the spurious (and questionable)
traditional cUlture he's supposed to have. For 'this
reason Oscar Lewis is anathema to us, as are all the

-other social scientists who pretend to exper1ise
about us by parading our quaint customs, queer
manners, and cUriouebehavior to the world in the

corazOn (the equivalent of soul), and that makes
communication (end even progress, surprisingly)
pcissible: There is one final comMent I feel Com-

guise of scholarly investigations. Instead the Chicano

)._

I
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Prolegomenon to the Study
of Mexican American Literature*
Philip D. Ortego y Gasca
The decade of the 60s saw the "renaissance" of
the Mexican American, and the decades of the 70s

Like the British roots in the new American soil, the

hispanic literary roots have yielded an 'equally
vigorous and dynamic body, of literaturewhich unz
fortunately for us has been studied historically as
part, of a foreign enterprise rather than as part and

and 80s promise to be ones in which this renaissance will exert an ever-growing awareness in Mexican Americans not only in terms of creative efforts
in drama, fiction, and poetry but in terms of seeking

parcel of our .Americah heritage. To be sure,

a more substantial literary identity in the ever-

though, the hispanic literary tradition has exerted,
varying influences on American literature, the
causes of which Stanley T. Williams suggests stehl
from the following:

widening mainstream of American literature. Conse-

quently, the rationale for this essay is _to provide
some guideposts in the quest for this literary identity.

-

To be sure, this essay. is not intended by any

Within the borders of our nation ... live persons who speak
Spanish. Some of them are immigrants or the descendents
of immigrants from Spain, but another avenue of influence
is plain if we remember that more than a millidn and a half of
these Spanish-speaking men and women are in- the
Southwest, including California. On Statistics of this sort it is
idle to linger. The facts indicate that the Spanish influences
cross and recross each other and that theyiare primarily
three: the direct influence f corn the Peninsula; the direct influence from Mexico and other countries in this

means as a comprehensive examinaticin of Mexican
American literature and its sources but, rather, as an
attempt to explore the groundwork for the case that
Mexican American literature has beena very much

neglected aspect of American literature. In the
process, perhaps, this essay may provide information and knowledge about the literary heritage and
traditions of Mexican Americans, a literary heritage
and tradition as viable as that of Anglo Americans.

hemisphere; end the indirect influence Of these latter
regions through the Spanish settlemeritsin our borderlands
and the Southwest.'

I hope, therefore, that in the process this essay will

'not only help to define the, heretofore amorphous
body of Mexican American literature, but that it will

It is in terms of the latter influence, which Williarris
identifies as "indirect," that the hispanic works dealing with the Southern arid Southwestern parts of the
United States have in fact become the neglected
aspect of American literature. For the implication
here is that such works ere not properly within the
traditional Anglo. American definition of American
literature, and have consequently been neglected

also help us to understand the fullness of what
American' literature should have been: that is, a
literary fabric not exclusively woven on the Atlantic
frontier by the descendents of New England Puritans

and Southern Cavaliers, but one woven in the.
Arperican Southwest as welland with martelous
hispanic threads which reach back not only to the
literary heritage of the European continent burilSo
the very heart of the Graeco-Roman world.
From Phibb D: Ortegb, Backgrounds of Mexican American
Literature (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation. University of New-

save as special studies in the Southwest. This
neglect has produced unfortunate literary consequences for Mexican Americans, for they have come

to see themselves and their Mexican kinsmen
portrayed in our national literature in terms of racial

Mexico, 1971).

cliches and distorted caricatures, contrary to the

Chicanos . . . continued
pelled to make, however. And that is: the question of

study prepared foe the Colorado Civil Rights, Commission.2 Apropo to this topic, I wrote in a piece for
Trans-action:

"good" Chicano writers is not important at the

Like other mindrity groups Mexican-Americans were, and
continue to be, inaccurately and superficially represented in

moment, for the whole notion of "good" is an elite
class evaluation. The point Is that Chicanos need to
see and read Chicano writers who, like themselves,
hal:43 come through the struggle. In other words,
Chicanos need models to reinforce their motivation

literature, movies. TV and other Mass media. This has
sometimes been due to prejudice, but also to those "wellmeaning
ists," as Ralph Guzman, assistant director
of the Mexican- merican Study Project at UcLA, calls thern,

who have seriously distorted the image of the Mexican
American for the sake of their art.' Mexican Americans

that they can succeed. They need their own kind
telling them this in prose, poetry, fiction, and draml.

(which includes Mexicans) have been characterized at both
ends of a spectrum of human behavior (seldom in the middle): as untrustworthy, villpinous, ruthless, tequila-dr5king,

er gene ations of Chicanos may enjoy the luxur9

criticism and evaluation of their early
of
writers. But,at the moment the few Chicanos wholere
writing are serving a most vital function.

philandering machos or else as courteous, devoGi 'and
e to be treated more as pets than
people. More often tI7n not Mexidans have been cast as
either bandits or lov bie rogtles; as hot-blooded, sexually
animated creatures or passive, humble servants. The pejoratives and generalizations are to be deplored, and Mexican Americans today are beginning to rise up agajnst the
perpetuation of such nicial cliches.'
fatalistic peasants who

111,
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predecessors saw themselves in it thirty-seven,

But this essay is not intended as a castigation of
those American writers who have written erroneously about Mexicans and Mexicait Americans; it -will,
rather, be an attempt to examinbthe backgrounds
and sources of Mexican American literature in terms
of the literary-h4torical roots which, nourished the
second largest Uthnic minority in the United States.
as Seymour L. Gross has written apropos of the

years ago.

Mexican. Americans, approximately twelve million

of them ,. have a rich literary heritage which they
should be proud of, bM the fact of the matteris that
few of them have been aware of its existence as anorganic body. Nowhere in the American educational
preparatory system have they been tauglitabout it.
For a people whose origins antedate the establish-

Kegro in American literatureOur understanding of
any significant movement in human'affairs can hardly be said even to approach completeness until the
evidence from literature is in."4

fnent of Jamestown by well Over a century (and
more, considering their Indian ancestry), 'this
bespeaks a shamefUl and tragic negligence. And the

shame and tragedy are compounded when

In truth, in order to be fully comprehend,ed the
ethnic phenomenon of Mexican' Americanal since

Mexican-American youngsters learn about their
Puritan forebears at the expense of their hispanic
forebears about whom they have as much rightif

World War'll must be seen in the more personal con-

text of their literature. What we have seen instead
has been the myriad educational, sociopolitical and
socioeconomic accounts by.Anglo investigators and
researchers who. can beseriously,charged with pur- .

not moreto be proud of.

Heretofore, Mexican Americans )1ave been a
marginal people in' esort of no-man'sland, who, like
Hamlet crawling between Heaven and Earth, have
been caught between the polarizing forc,es of their
cultural-linguistic hispanic heritage , and their
political-linguistic American context. They have

suihg;:at times only the phenomenological' chimeeas '

which have come to be represented by the queer,
the curious, and the quaint.5 For. like the Negro, the

Mexican American too ha

been depicted in

American literature more as a Stereotype than as a
human being!' For example, in 1935 Johh Steinbeck
published Tortilla Flat which immediately became a

best seller. Reviewing the novel in the Sieturday
Review, William Rose Benet wrote:

become frustrated, and alienated by the struggle
batween the system which seeks to refashion the'rn
in its own image and the knoviledge of who and what
Oithey reallY are. As a consequence this cultural con-

1flict has debilitated the Mexican American both
spiritually and physically. For as Francisco Rios
writes, Mexican-American youngsters "read of the
cruelty of the Spaniard toward the Indians, or the.
5pqniares greed for gold, of the infamous Spanish,
always Spanish, Inquisition, of Mexican bandits, and
of the massacre at the Alamo." They seldpm if ever
"learn that alongside the famous men at the Alamo
there were other men, .unlinown and unsung heroes
of American history, killed in the same battle and fighting on the Texas side; men like Juan Abamillo,
Juan Badillo, Carlos Espalier, Gregorio Esparza, Antonio Fuentes, Jose Maria Guerrero, Toribio Losoya:
Andres Nava," and others.7

The 'extraordinary humors of these childlike natives are
presented with a masterly.touch. These silly
ayes are
their
always about tO do sorhething nice for each oth
hearts are soft and easily touched: and yet almost a sentmindedly they live with atrocious disregard for scruple. To
have presented them and made their story sometimes
hyeteridally funny is no slight ach6vement.

The words "childlike natives" and "sillY bravos" and

"atrocious disregard for scruple" strike a note of
emphatic disapprobation on t e .part of Mexican
Americans, or "Paisanos" as St inbeck called them,

for they know full well the pat nt falsity of such

Hopefully, this essay will help bridge this no-man's
land and show lhat Mexican Americans ha e indeed
contriOuted to American letters in
stantial

h ve never, been
"childlike natives" though Anglo Americans may
have regarded them as such. And_the expression
"silly bravos" is gratuitous paternalism which only
the colonial mind could utter. But the inherent rcist
words.

Mexican

.

Americans

measure. We Cannot undo wh t has been to- the
Mexican and Mexican Am can in American
literature; but we can'take steps in a new direction.

character of American society is exemplified in iden-.

tifying the Paisanos as devoid of scruples, the inference being that Americans have scruples;
therefore, since iPaisanos have arr "atrocious disregard for scruple" they are not Americans. Andtrue
enough', only until recently the Paisano, the Chicano,

the Mexican American, has been considered as a
stranger in his own land, though Steinbeck poi,pd
out in his preface to Tatilla Flat that the Paisano's
ancestors "have lived in California for a hundred or

Language, Culture, and Race
The unerring observation of most historians who
_study Mexico's history is that the face of Mexic
.

two years." Nevertheless, only the Mexican American
has come to know the great social and ethnic damage

an

Indian fate. Indeed, traveling the length an width
by the
of modern Mexico one is Most im re

Paisanós of Tortilla Fla(and by reviewers who unwittingly acknowledge the fidelity otthat repretentation.

influences of Mexican culture, by
primitive
pyramids of ITeotihuacan, with the legend of lxtiazihbatl. Though Jthe Spanish influence is
everywhere visible in Mexico, it is the Indian

Few Mexican Americans of Mon
y today see
more ,than their
themselves in fprtilla Flat, .d

character of the people which is the more Obvious.
And although the crown and church of Spain almos1

perpetuated by the mythic .representation of the

6

English In Texas

I

War. The consaquence in recent years has been
an inereasing social and political consciousness to
the point of demanding reformation of the socio-

Isuebeeded in totally Europeanizing "Montezuma's--

children" they were unable to convert the Indian
masses physiognomidally into their own imageUn-. .
fortunately; the physical appearancethe obviously
identifiable
characteristicswere
to
keep
Montezuma's childre9 in low socioeconomic stfaits
--doVeri-tO the time of the Mexican Revolution Of 1810.

economic -structure which has kept them subordinated these many years. And with this increasing
social and political consciousness has come also the
awareness of theif iiierary heritage.

4

But only in our tiMe has the pride of Indian blood

/rather than Spanish bidod become a source of
national Mexican pride. And, indeed, over two-fifths
of the Mexican population can still be classified as
"pure-blooded" -Indians, _While well over half have
some Indian blood in.them. Yet, despite the fact that ..
the Indian type resisted absorption, the language of
the conquerors dominated.

i
in Meiico the Spanish-speaking Indian types have
achieved a relatively high degree of equal oppor-

,.,

Only until recently have the Mexican Americans
.

American, feeling neither at home in the United

foreigners to the Southwest; coming "north frOm
Mexico," they are of the Americas."

country. This is not withstanding the fact that Mexican Americans constitute the second largest
minority group in the United States, and that outside
of the speakers of English they cc:institute the single
largest linguistic group in America, Most Mexican
Americans.live 01 the five-state area of TeXas, New
Mexico, Colora0o, Arizona, and California, with the

Mexican Americcp_have gen

NevertheleiSs,

struggling within" the predominantly A-Rilb American
culture of the United States for over 124 years, since

the signing of the treaty of *peace at Guadalune
Hidalgo on February 2, 1848, terminating the
hostilities of the Mexitan-American War. Thpugh

Irgest single concentration in Los Angeles. But

treats% guaranteed the "rights of Mexicans'eshed in Territories ceded to the United States,""
fact of the matter is as Julian Nava points out
that:

there are Mexican Am ricans throbghout most of the
United States, from W hington to Florida, and from

-)t

California to Main Almost -two million Mexican
,Arhericans are to be found in the Ohio Valley crescent from Madison, Wisconsin, to Erie, .Pennsylliania.
.
,

after 4848 and the iiictory of U.S. forces over Mexico, condi-

tiotri in the Southwest were not favorable to the Mei(
Awitrican. To many, he represented both a former e emy
Ara dangerous element that had to be contained. So that
while some Spanish-surnamed people established relatively adequate relations with the Anglo Americans In areas like
New Mexico and Iowa Colorado, except for a small,number
(where assimilation and intermarriage occurred), most
Mexican Ameticens occupied a prace on a lower rung of
society."

,

-ln.--lhe greater sense of the i word,. Mexican
Americans have alwa's been "Americans;" more so
than Anglo American . For Mexican Americans are
n
"transplanted
ericans; they 4sre here before
tJiØ Puritans, before the Dutch, bef re the Irish and
e Italians, before the Poles, beforefKe.Hungarians.
hey were, as Dwey McWilliams pu it, very much a
part of the landsba)pe when ihe Anglo Americans
arrived.° Yet despite this-and their size in ndmbers
Mexican Americans have been the most shamefully
ne ected .ipinority in the ,United . States. In .the

s.

,

Mexican Americans argue, is tatThe9 are viCtims of

-

As a consequence Mexic n Ainericans have been
excluded from the accou s of American develop--rreelt despite the fact th t in 'the Southwest the
hispanic heritage is older than the British heritage of
the Atlantic frontier. Up until the Mexican American
War the language and culture of the Southwest was
Indo-Hispanic- as the Civil Rights Commission \
reiterated:

the Treaty of' Guadalupe Hidalgo, a treaty whibh

who, came afterwards in the great migrations of
the 'early 1900s have been equally victimized by
\reotypes engendered by the Mexican American

In 1967, Ebrique Hank Lopez wrote a poignant and
nostalgic piece about his ambivalence as% Mexican

homeland, find tbemseives unable to go home again.
But of course not ail Mexican Americans have had
ancestors who came from what ii now ,t0e Republic
of Mexico.' Many of them came with the conquered
lands of the Southwest. Carey McWilliams makes art
interesting point of.this by _suggesting that Mexican
Americans are 'not essentially immigrants or

ing a foreign language but the' disadvantage of

identified those who came with the conquered lands
of the Southwest as a defeated people. And those

.

been alienated from American society and who,
seeking some identification with the paternal

come not only the linguistic disadvantage of speak-

Sou west where apprdamately 7 million.of them,
live, they subsist on ley s of survival exceedingly
below national norms. Buttf&easoq for this, many

Mexican Americans
'and the Hispapic Southwest

there have been_ some Mexican Americans who have

or so of Montezuma's children who have-settled'
within the boundaries of the United Stateethough
.mostly in the Southwestare still struggling to over-

received any kind of significant attention in this

.

States nor in Bachimba, his ancestral home in the
Mexican state of Chihuahua.9 Though not all Mexican Arnericans are struggling with this kind of conflict, Lopez' piece does point up the fact thatiindeed

.

Amity. but this is in a country where the Indian type is
by fa; the most dominant and in whichhe has almost
no linguistic disadVantage. Howeyer, the ten million

visibilitylookin like a Mexican!

.

'

As early as 1538, the spanish had set up a printing press In
Mexico City. By 15 , they had established a university in
Mexico eity. By 16 9, the Spanish had left a series of missions along the California coast, established Santa Fe, and
ranged.as far north as Kansas.'3

-s
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This is not colinting the activities-of the Spanish in
Georgia, Florida and the Mississippi Valley."

"Uninhabited." This is a matter of perspective, o.f

There is little doubt, indeed; that the contributions
to American life and literature by Mexican

of understanding about Indo Hispanic life and in:
stitutions ph the part of Anglo Americans eager-to

ttcrdrse. But the rationale points to the abysmal lack
move westward. Hispanic colonization involved little

Americans and their forebears has_iet to be fully
tomprehendedand Measured.'.5 For Mexico ha unqueStionably prpduced "a cultural storm front,"
Cecil Robinson callsJj, which has persistently ex-

beyond the establishment of the presidio and the
mission around which coldnial frontier life
centered.2' By contradistinCtion, British colonial life

oentered about the establishment of "towns."

tended upward and:outward across what is now the
Mexican-American border.

Be that as it may, over the last sdventy years
historical interest in the hispanic Southwest has

The most illuminating work thus far on the nature
of this influence, specifically upon American history,
has been the work of,the eminent historian Herbert

growl, to the point that such history has come to be
recognized as an integral part of American history.22
Knowledge of SpaniSh and Mexican activity in the
United States has helped to round out the "true" picture of the historical growth of the United States as

Eugene Bolton and adherents to his :Spanish
Borderlands" thesis." Essentially, Bolton tawithe
American Southwest first as the northern
borderlands of the Republic-, of Mexico. As
borderlands, he contended that their .integral

a multi-ethnic country. As a consequence, most
"history curricLlig of American colleges ãnd universities now include at least one course in, "The
Spanish -Borderlands," thanks to the pioneering
Work Of professor Bolton. And it'is as professor Octavio Gil Munilla of the University of Sevilla wrote in

character in the structure f the Spanish colonial
government in Mexico, and later of the independent

Republic of Mexico, was basically defensive in
nature. That is, their purPose was not:necessarily to

his work on the Participacion de Espana' en la-

adVance the frontiers of Spanish and Mexican

Genesis Historica de los Estbdos Unidos:

civilizations but, rather, to protect the fringes of their

ctl-iraqons from uninvited foreign incursions. The,

The thirteen colonies represent only a minimal territorial
portion within the present spatial boundaries of the United

character of the \borderlands society and institutions
was thus shaped to a great extent 8 ythis philosophy.
And in the wake of westward expansiOn Americans
unknowingly, per ps, regarded the Southwest as
a "wild" frOntier. Federick Jackson Turner called' it
"the meeting point between savagery and

t

States: in the constitution of a nationaMy of the united
States. peo les and territories which have had nothing
whatever to do with the people and' regions of.the thirteen
colonies have played a very important role."

civilizatiori."'8 Bu Turner's "frontier thesis!'.did riot
take into accou
he fact that in the Southwest the
struggl
s not between savagery and ciyipzationil
but between civilization and civilization:p,Angla-.
American versus Indo Hispanic.

A Neglected -Aspect of American Literature
But just as the history of the United States impinges on the history of Spain and Mexicd_in the
United States so too does American literature impinge on Spanish and Niexical4 literathre of the
-American South and Southwest. Unfortunately such

From the beginning, tha American westwarid
'movement may be characterized by cultural conflict.
For'certainly the wansion of the United States after
1809 to the South and the Southwest was
characterized specifically by cultural conflict* with
Spain, engendered in no small part by political antipathies carried over from the British colOnial period
ancepartly from the effects.of the "Black Legend" inspired by Bertolorne de las Casas' Brevisima Re/a-

,

cion 'de la destnicction de las Indias published in
1552. In his account of the treatment of the Indians
by Spaniards, Las Casas related rn great detail the
most brutal aspects of the Srnish colonizers. The
Br itish were subsequently q ick to exploit this alged fact of Hoe SpaQish charactqr for their own

,

4

p rposes.'% chief of which Was to gef in on gpiece of
American actio'n.,

recognition has been lacking in the bulk olAnierican
literary histories and Amarican literary texts. For example, one contemporary literary historian begins
his History of American Literature with the folldwing
commentgi
Although the exploration of North America was 'shared by
the Spanish, the Dutch, the Swedes, the French, and the
English. and although each of these nationalities produced
its portion of exploratiort literature, it was the English group
the!, prevailed and cast the culture of most of this continent
in a form that it largely retains to the present day."

th

This is the typical and charazteristic gpening of all
such- works, though one would expeer that in 1970
when the Work was'..published a modicum of
enlightenment would have filtered through to
Arnericgn literary histdians. Fortunately such
eAightenment has tou6hed a few Americ'an literary

glance at Spanish maps of the time shows the

ext nt pf the cultural conflict betwgen Anglo

American interests and /he Indo Hispanic interests.
'One readily notes that more than four-fifths of what
is now the continental U.S. was at one time part arid
r
parcelof the Spanish enterprise in the New World."
.

.

,

scholars here and there. One such is Professor

Of skurse part of the rationale underlying- the

Thomas M. Pearce who, in a provocative article en-

protrkte-finacquisition of Spanish and Mexican lands

titled "American Iladitions and Our Histories of

by Anglo Americans was that the lands were

Literature," wrote:

8

English in
11

Teats_

(00()It,

If we; must write history Dy

important part of a literary heritage that is aS'much
theirs as Mexican Americans'.

rOtur*I.tell

I t tne
fO linci rio
the story of' the land. rtle V7oil %piQevecosfu..
oish%d
mention in English litetatine 1),09N)
atitioary
Puy/0
n'1de
garbled summary in 1/05;ncy
to
EnMish
until 1837. Yet we, do r,t
trnslati4"
o 111140
o eoviol. in erith

histories as literature
trle .0 r,e
tues.'
n
It is . discussci

Az,

1

or

en
oinete
the 504rce .1

materials.25

Towards a Definition
of- Mexican American Literature-

i' ortl.) 'A 14 ,as t okin g ex..
The point which Pro, e%0
ceptiorr to had to dc.3 vvityl, (,,\ nrce ...,-,erit Or' 'Non..

The point of the plieceding has been simply to
show that a literature Odes not evolve in a vacuum.
Unlike Jupiter who sprang*fullgrown from the head

__.0 Z The
English Writing" at the leer .1.. \!/-14,ceol.P,'.Fo
Cathbridge History c:71 1,1111,4Nn I u fra tare: ase b
upon the assumptio6 oat 0. I lit% l'ir:re, tnct_u,gh os...
tensibly written II) ttleochil rat state!., was
nOtwritten
mvertheless-foreign was(/'
',I English. The tenh "Nia.rio'ijii it Writing is, Ot
;course, obviously 40,1cVild 1-11 1,..II this 11?uistic
chauvinism flexocerjt Orr)) thSt 'adyt _ the,p .11-c4)al
reason for the excluuon tif ,a \\ rsor! literfqire ot

-of Minerva, Arrierican literatKe did riot spring full6rown upon the formation of the American Union.28-

ad

the United States trei

11;4k:..

a

I

A

Arnerican

c.,.Z..tfran5,

It grew as the natural consequence of its British
literary roots.An like' manner, the roots of Mexican
AMerican literature are firmly planted in the hispanie
literary tradition and heritage. For the sakelif literary
focus, however, the parameters of what may properly
bta de)ined as-Mexican.American literature include

any literary output in or about the hispanic Southwest by MexicadrAmericans since its.acquisition by
the United States as a consequence of the Mexican
Arnericah War;.the parameters are meant to include
also any writing in any part of the United States
by Mexican Americans.29 We may, also, to stretch
the point as most American literary historians do
when defining the beginnings of American literature,
consider the literature of Spanish Colonial America'

.jraR)
Du
literature, just as it ,.//e f, \JAI d,d
eve n- of the
Fotfr
The
"Non-English Writinlos" Ofjc&ki

ltimie

Cambridge History o'i Arile

?

efe

Professor Pearce was fr'-k\..j)
riOunard' of.
American literary sc}lelary ..aN; thc'hat
?uabe
kirt t"recognycm of
does not seem to btt a ipol,v1
non-English materi41 as 116/31,4jkiir Welt the united
States."27 And indeed tht
iki)i.'4re leratUra (If ex..
oito, tn 1.),, ,k) sholi,tisIorrfleeS and
ploration aealing

and of:the Mexican National period as *part of
Mexican American literature, the Peginning%, so to

speak.3P For just as the Atlantic frontier had its

--the
Southwestern portiptly cit
rlite!!ve ye hri) con.'
chronicles of Americ4r
sequently excluded w pet tl.,ouri'.--nftion4,_ trary

writers prior to 1776 so tpo the hispanic 'Southwest
had its writers prior to 1148.

r inheres_ Otet,
heritage though they treat 001.4
ploration as their Btitiyh G oillterameis. we 41) no

longer be content in

tneAfok.11,apari cultOrc't .,and

ad.
linguistic context of cOntertaritiLlierica
cept unquestioningly tile kir:ori pf ,Y:-operiirgs Used

by American literaty Vim.

New .World Roots

that

t.141-Jai mgesting

But there.is one important consideration tib be ac-'

°Ito tile, arrival
of British colonials ill Ani/-1 py %/le faCikelf the
matter is that Americoh WI
't tab' 'Pori.
`-'gins
,ii a. i czir oc
American literature 4egihY (ritiNe

.

counted for: the taproots of ,Mexican American
literature are ndt only planted in the hispanic literary
tradition, which reaches back to the Spanish peninsule and to the heart of the Graeco-Roman World,

Ica!
with the 'formation Ot it) IP:
elOq S
s as °
entity. Thus, the lite% ry Peetti tr,tate,e tonu_ing of
the first permanent Etriti sAlti'Irr tilt jorrlesto ,
1

L

but they are planted also in the literary soil of the new
w9ft. Though the' attempt by the 'Spanish
mericans" to supPress the Indian h-eritage of Mexicans and Mexican Americans was constant, the indianitt. Movement, as it Was called, finally emerged
to,the forefrOnt with the Mexican Revolution of 1910.

Virginia, in 1607 to tre fer:1.1,:rit blme AT,,eri an

Union, properly spi4eK (no, ie7pr2 ef f's the lititlitish
er'i 0L
rary
period of American itter4ju'e.
th-e
settlerylent
period frorn the first,P
dat es of
lba
at Saint Augustine, Pie(110.0.41%,
to the
acquisition of those panio irhd
.,ioari lancls by
:

Yet almost, a century earlier,, after the. Mexican
Revolution for Independence (1810-1821), the first'
,preside'rito- ofNexito, Gu/3dalUpe Victoiia, was in
fact the product3'-of'both the Indian and, Spanish
Trapies of Mexico.

f4k1e74
the United States ulautD
Iv-,
hisPanic period of kriet-Poa. iit,,.t rePre,5A:r

the
ap.1i4atorri...cis
Could
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'

Literature.".
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0

dehberately neglectiog Owl

We should bear in mind, as Willis Barnstone.reminds 'Us in his Introduction to Ignacio Bernal's wcrk
on Mexico Before Cortez. that "the, Mexican

\11t 11\54te;cican

n# tw,
But whatever the reAstr,
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[American] has acprofoünd sense of cultural Contirwity extendinc) back into his country's prehistory ..
.. if he is from an old Mexican family, the blood of the
Indian probal:zly flows in his voins."32 It is also impor-,
tant to remember that the Spaniards did)not bring
"civilization" with them. When Cortez passed

,

9

I
.

.
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.

between the high volcanoes of Popocatepetl and lxtazihuatl ori his ascent into the valley of Tenochtitlan
(Mexico), he was riding into the land of a people who
had already achieved a high state of civilization, its
grandeur no leSs dirrfinished when compared to the
civilization of the Etiropean invaders. Bernal Diaz del
Castillb captured the wonder of the new world when
he wrote in his chronicle:

K, Historia fie la Literature Nahuatl (Mexico, 1953);
Antonio Penafiel (ed.), Coleccion de Documentes
para la Historia de-Mexico, 6 vols. (Mexico, 18971903)."
The pre-Columbian literature of Mexico consisted
entirely of codices; that is, a long, screen-like, folded

parchment with "writing" on both sides.4° These
codices dealt with a variety ofinformation. The Mex-

icans had books on agriculture, law, medicine,
poetry, sports, songs, magic, etc. For example, the
Tonalamatl was the sacred almanac which recorded
the Tonalpohualli, the count of the year. The Scribes
were called Tlacuilos, and they recorded oh codices
the most minute evehts of Mexican life. While the

We saw so many cities and towns built on the water, and
other cities-on the surrounding land, and that straight_and
level causeway which entered the city, we were amazed and

said that it was like the enchanted places reCounted in

Amadis de Gaula. because of the great towers and
buildings which grew out of the water, all made of stone and
mortar, and some of our soldiprs even asked whether what
they saw was not a dream, and do pot wonder that !Write in

Mexican languages were esSentially phonetic in
nature

this way, for there is so much to ponder over in all things
that I do not know hoW to describe them. We saw things
never heard or dreamed ajout before.33

Ihdeed, the ne

.

and the tpanish Colonial Heritage

,t

If we accept the premise of linguistic relativity, that
the language one speaks helps to create the point of
view, then certainly Spanish-speaking Mexican
American writers-have been influenced in Weir point
of view by the same language which influenced their
Spanish focebears in New Spain and in Old Spaih,.
Certainly, Spani
iterature of the New-World was in

Landa of Yucatan has been quoted as saying at that

the same tradition s Spanish literature of the Old
World." For as M.
mero-Navarro suggests:

.

Perhaps the literature of the vanqUished is always
the first victini of any conflict, especially cultural conye' ts. Nevertheless, some of the new world literature
as preserved, and rendered into western writing.

The people, the langua , the mutual traditions should in
fact make American lite ature (i.e., Mexican literature) a
branCh of peninsular lit rature (Spanish literaturep--Since
American civilization is the offspring of the Spanish, when
the latter shone in all its splendor, its influence on the intellectual life of Hispano-American should have been clearly
noted."

ortunately, the Popol Vuh, the Mayan bible, was
,one of those works which survived and which has
I been translated into Spanish and English." Some of
/ the works of King Nexahualcdyotl (d. 1472) oi Tex/ coco, the poet-king or the David of the Aztect, survived and have been al$o translated into Spanish
and English. 'Atter the conquest, Fernando de Alva

True enough, the cuentos from the Book of,

Sendebar and, Calila y Dimna, literature of the

Moorish heritage in Spain (but so internalized that
,they have become an integral part of the Origins of
Spanish literature in the same Way that the writing of
Seneca and AuFelius have become an integral parts

Ixtilzochitl, wrote of the exploits of his ancestor Ixtilxochitl, Prince of Texcoco, during the conquest,
translating the, Aztec writing into Spanish." Today,

the quality of pre-hispanic literature 'May be surveyed in a number of works4cluding The Broken

of the Rorrian origins of Spanish literature) influenced the New World Spaniards no less than Jhey
had influenced their Old World counterparts.,Mliko:r

Spears: The Aztec Account of (VCongseisf of Mexico (Beacon Press, 1962) by Miglet.Leon-Portilla, or

fashion The. anterbury Tales and The Faerie

in his other work on Aztec Thought and Culture
lUniversity of Oklahoma press, 1963), or PreColombian Literahltes of Mexico (University of

v.

in

European, Background

time: "We found a large number of books of these
characters [codical writing], and as they contained
nothing but 'superstition and lies .of the devil, we
burned them all, which the Indians regretted to an
amazing degree and_ which caused- them great
anguish:""

10

codices

and will eventually add to oyr store of information,"42
Peterson adds hopefully.

of Mexico was destroyed by the fiery antipathy of -\
cleriCS who incinerated what Indian writing they
corget hold of because it represented a pagan
tradition spiritually opposed to their own." Bishop

Oklahoma Press, 1969). Other works on New World
literature include Daniel G. Brinton, Ancient Nahuatl
Poét (Philadelphia, 1890); John H. Cornyn, AzteC
Literafrqe in XXVII Congres International des
Amerl nistes (Mexico,,1939); Angel Maria Garibay-

on

Mexico or is hidden under dun, files in a library,

System, for example, dates back to at least 600 B.C.
Unfortunately, much of the pre-Columbian literature

-

rendered

Europe, or is jealously kept secsat in some tvw,min

For as Stan Steiner points out: "No people in the
New World have an older written history than the
Mexican Indrans."34 And indeed the Olmec writing

.

were

_codex lies forgotten in a trunk in some attic in

wOrld ancestors of Mexican

Americans were not only a highly cultured and highly
urban people but they were a literate people as well.

'

they

hieroglyphics. Though relatively little pre-hispanic
Indian literature survived the Spanish holocaust',
"there is always the possibility that some ancient

ex ed their I erary influence on the New
World Britishers. Mexic
Americans can reflect
with pride on the hispanic iterary tradition which included stich world famous works as-El PoeMa del.
mio Cid, La Celesti, ,
Libro de Buen Amor,
Lazarillo de Tonnes,- Don Quixote, Aind Many
others.45 In 1542, Alva( Nunez Cabeza de Vaca ,
published the Relacion of his fantastic wanderings
Quee

.

10

English in

.

frotn Florida to Mexico. What might well be .con.

,

Americans WO "other" ethnic heritages. Ev,en inthe
13 British Arnerican 'colonies the population was a
mixed baeranging from Germans in PennsylVania to
Dutch in NeW -York and English in Massachusetts to
Irish in' Georgia, though admittedly ',this is a fairly
limited range.
In terms of literary output, Spain in Amerisa is in-

sidered the first American epic, written by Gaspar de
Villagra in 1592 memorializing the Tragedy of Acomt
in New Mexico was written in a style directly imitating
the Vergillian epic. And erl 1598 religious plays like
Los Moros y los Cristianos, Los Pastores, and Los
Tres Magos were acted in New Mexico." It stands to
reason that if American writers like CottOn Mather,

deed a substantial subject.52 The 'question is ntt
whether it was more substantial than England nAmerica,- but the extent to which it was substantial...

Mashington Irving, and others were influenced by
the hispanic literary traditions, as Stanley T. WilJjaws indicates, that certainly Mexican and Mexican
'American writers perforce tekttiat influence too.47

Offhand there is considerable similarity between the
.

kinds of literary activity in British America and-

The first European language cif-any consequence
spoken and widely uspd in,the geographical area of
what is now called the United States was Spanish."
Ahd, indeed, as the historian Charles Gibson com-

Hispanic

except

that

perhaps.

the

documentation:of activities, due in part certainly to

-

,-

the bureaucratized nature of the Spanish royal

merited in the preface to his study of Spain in

authority.53 Letters and their attendant protocol were

America, "in space, time and complexity," Spain in
America "is a more substantial subject than England
in America."" In fact; the lands which are now part of
the, United States,' eitheros integral states of the nation or as possessions (like Puerto Rico and Guam)
which were (and some which are still "tenaciously")
"hispanic" lands, comprise roughly a land mass over
five times the size of the original 13 British colonies.

indispensable toAhe march of Spanish empire in
America, thoUgh St times that march was ground to a
halt between Communications fr:orn the Ojd Wrald to
the New. The numerous ebtradas into the SouthiGest
were carefully -authenticated by the escribanosi accompanying the conquistadores. In short, 'the
literature of Spain in the Southwest consisted modily
of diari , travel accounts, and relaciones." But.the
of Spain in America ran the full.range.65
liter
DutTifg the Spanish Colonial- pajiod,. Mexico
produced such writers as Juan Ruiz de Alarcon, the.

To be sure, the Britigh colonies engendered the
politica oncept of a "United States of America," but

\ to suggesI4s has been the case historicallythat
1

America,

Spaniards in America were more given to the

noted dramatist of Spain's Golden Age; Sor Juan

the "roots" of Aierican literature spring solely from
the British Arne an tradition and culture of the,
period from 1607 t 1776 is to suggest, say, that the
roots-of the contem orary Jewish American surge in
American literature are likewise to 'be found.there.

Inez de la Cruz, sometimes balled the °Mrican
Keats; darlos de Siguenza y Gongora; anCrnany
. others.

The absurdity of subh a suggestion needs no
elaboration. For Jewish Arnerican literatUre has its
roots in the rich literary and cultural-tradition of continental Europe which was transplarited in American
soil during the great periods of European immigration between 1870 and 1924.50 The literary consequence is that the "Jewish ethic" has emerged as an
equally motivating literary force 'in contemporary
American literature just as the "PUY an ethic" was
the motivating literary .force for co ial British
Americans and .their literar& progenitors. o, t
since World Warn specifically the "Black éthi
emerged as a powerful literaryi.force in American
literature. ...There is

.

ico which all of a sudden' found itself.heir to, the
include the presbnt dtates of California, Nevada,
Utah, pArizonag New Afesico, Texas, and parts of
Okla qma, Kansas, Colorado, Wyoming, and small
cont ited areas. In effect, Mexico lost almost half of'
its territory ad a. consequence of 'the Mexican

motivating Mexican Americ n literature as a,conse-

quench' of the great Mexi an irrimigration to the
United States between 10q and 1940.1 daresaylhat

Mandscripts
Neéded . . .
See page 24 for details.
Summr 1976
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1.

ican..0eritage

,
. ,
The period `from the. Mexican Revolution for independence to the Mexican American War is slightly'
less than 36 years depending on whether one uses
the date 1810 or 1821 to calculate from and the date
one ch'ooses to end on. Nevertheless, these Were
truly difficult yeisrs forthe fledgling Republic of Mex- k
Spanisheholdingsit&the "north," holdings which now

likew e a "hispanic ethic"

the proportion of Americ ns who are heird of 'the
Puritan ethic or of thef early British American
heritage is small by co arison to the number of

The

-

American War.56 She was fortunate not to have lostA
more land, for there waa great public outcry to annex

the whole of Mexico.'
The Mexican national period in the Southwest is
characterized principally by tusmoi1.57 Almost froni
Ihe beginning the northern stare cif Texas (joined to
Cbahilla -for administratii/e purposes),' led by its
Anglo , American settlers, , started agitating for
separation.' A recent report concludes that "the very
immigration of Americans into Texas which the Mexicans encouraged was their undoing."56
Most of the literature!vf this period consists of
memorials, reports^ahd correspondence pertaining

to various struggles in the Mexican Southwest."
Thor here and there literary bent gave rise to such
,

n

11

enterprises as

wspaper. 'ullishing in the northern

stateS of Mexiso. Fatherf Jose Antonio Marrinet
cupte of Taos, for xample, publiehed E4

,

CrepusCulà (The Dawn), the first newspaper inNew

Mekiao, as a forum for dissentP But TheMexican
struggle for independence was one which gripped
the entire nation from its fairly well defined southern
boundary to its rather -tenuous northern bounPary
with the United States. Independence 'may Kaye

-Notes
' Stanley T. Williams. The Spanish Backgrjund of Anlerican
Literature, Vol. 1 (New Haven, 1955), p.
.
2 Fred H. Schmidt, Spanish Surnamed American Employment
iq the Southwest (Washington,
1969), p. 6.

tbeen a fact, "but, the connotations of that- high-sounding' word were non-existent,"" Ernest Gruenihg has pointed OLit.
/he Revolution for Mexican independence, begun
on the 16th of Se
mber, 1810, .Was not really terd,
minate
b
e Treaty of Cordoba in. 1821,
negotiated by General,iturbide, who was chosen to'

3 Philip Q.,_,Ortego, "Chicano Odysley," TransLaction; 7:6 (April,

1070), 82. For a fuller dismission of thii topic see Anna Brand,
"Let Us Write of Real Mexicans," -.SoUth;vestei, 1:4 (November,
1935), 3, 7; Helen Raterman The Mfixican in the SOuthAstern
_yNovels, M.A. Thesie(The TexaS-College of-Mines and Metallurgy,
May.. 1949)?4Emory S. Bogardus, The Mexidan in the United States
(University of California Press, 14934); fain Oliver West, To Die

head the independent Mexico, and O'Donpju, the
last Spanish Viceroy to. Mexico. hurbide proved'intemperate, profligate and ambitious. As a Spanish
American he had helped put cfown the revolt of
Hidalgo and MorelOs, but in self-ipterest .he turred
toward ,national "independence" cciupled to a "constitutional" monarcriy.
Mexican independence turned ou t to be simply independence for the Spanish Ameiicans. not for the
Mexkcah, people, the Indians and other castesof
Father Hidalgos army 41 laser of Father Morelo's.
_The "Spaniards" of New Spain, gachupines as'ihey
were called fro,rn the Aztec word catzopini, men with
.<
spurs, still controlled Mexico. Though the constitution had ostensibly abolished caete distinction, the
"right's of independence" accrued only to Soaniards
and Spanish, Americans.,

,

Like a .MaA: The "Good" Outlaw Tradition in.,the American
Southwest, Ph.D. Dissertation (The University of Teias at Austin,
January, 1964); Cecil Robinson, 140th the Ears of Strangers: The
Mexican in American Literature.(Tuoson,_1963).
Seymour L. Gross, "Stereotype to Archetype: The Negro in,
,American Literary Criticism," Imapes of the Negro in American
Literature, edited by,Seymour L. Gross and John #dward,Hardy
(Chicago, 1966), p. 1.
.
5 For a fuller treatment of this assertion see Ppilip' D. Ortega,
"Some Cultucral Linguistic Implications of a Mexican Arnivican'
Border Dialect of American English," Studies in Linguistics, Vol.
..
21, 1969.
,
' For an excellerft article on the Negrorilrid SurVeys of American..

..

Literature gee RObert E. Morsberger, "Segregated Surveys::` '.
American Literature," -N7ge.2.1.merican' Literature Forum, 4: I
.
(fVfarch, 1970), 38.
.
' Francisco.Rios, "The Mexican in Fact, Fiction and Folklore,'E/
Grito: A Jdurnal of Contemporary Mexican American Thouciht. ,
(Summer, 1969), p. ?6.
° Carey McWilliams, The Mexicans in Ah7erica (New York,.
1968), p..4.

An administrativ severing from Spain-seed' taken place
nothin'g more.
had been brougnt about _under auspices
wholly comrYted to continuing things as they had been,

.

.. order had won. The-radicals of 1.810.,had instinctively viewed
independence tram- Spain as 'an ''essentiiii preliminary to

fundamental change. The,conservatives of 1820 espouied
independence only .when ,they.'saw the Idanger they had
defeated in the colviy _looming again unexpectedly in the
mother country.'2 -"-.'
.
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It -was a ainsf thiS background that the'nortgern:

$

.

.

American exp nsioniets. For the Mexicans, like the
Mexican Americans after them, were faced with the
&soltible burden of pulling themselves
up by their bobtstrags. But- Mexican AmeriCans
ave,bardly1 faced the burden'that. their pecmliar
position as a minority.in the Southwest has impOsed
on thern;" say Galarza, Gallegos, and Samora, three
.dIstinguished contemporary Mexican Americans
commenting on the ipsoluble burden of Mexican
Americaos.03.put just as the political history of Mexico trohi 1825 to 1850 was primarily the history of !he

-

army itf the foreground and the church in the

background, so too the literar 9. history of Mexico at
this time was primarily the history of polemics and
dissent In the foreground and the government censter In th9 :background.
And just as the ef

Herbert Eugene-Bolton, The apanish BOrdkandit (Yale
University Press, 1921); For ecomprehensive treatiWnt see John

.

Francis Bannon (gd.j, Bolton and the Spanish Borderlands'

florescena. Of
a truly Mexlcrliterature was still at
.

(Norman Okla., 1984); See also Herbert Eugene Bolton, Guide.to

.1,
,

.

1\4.

t3 Mexican Americat4 and ifie Adminittreitioit of Justice in the
SoUtbweAt Report of the 'United Slates COrnmission on Civii.\
Rights (Washington; D.C.,.1970), p. l.
" See, for example, John'Tate.Lanning:. The Spanish Misaions
of Georgia (University of North Carolina Press; 1935); Bartolorne
Barrientos, Pedro Menendez -de< AviVes, Founder of. Florida
(University of Florida Press, 1965); Abraham P. Nasatir, Spanish
War Vessels of. the Mississippi (Yale Untversity. Press, .1968);'
Vicente Rodriguez Casado,Prjmeriis Anot de Dorninacion etpanola en /e Luisiana (MadrirV1942).
.
'5 Luis F. Hernandez, A FOigotten Arnericen (New York, 1969),
p. 6.
;
" Robinson goes on to say: "Mexico's infyince upon American
literature has tieen unlike any. other foreign influence."(With the
Ears of Strangers:7ha Mexican4in American-Literature (Tticson;,-1963),tp. vii.) And Stanley T. Wiilltms;rerriinds us that Cotton; 14,
Mather used' bis "tolerable SPan.0,h;"to'comppse La AFe de/
Christiano (sicrin.1689 with horielk Ofiffttesjantizing Mexico:Thus, Williams 'suggests Mather"prePared the Ivey" for "Spanish
Influence on the literature of the,Uriited,States". f0p: cit., pp...340].

territory of MiiCo appeared es a thveted frize for

It

.

0 Enrique Hank li.opez,. "Back lo Bachimba," HOrIzo-n, IX:1
(Winter, 1967), 80-83.
..'° Carey.McWilliams,
"Tne Forgotten MexiCan,"Brothers Under
<
the Skin -(Bottont 1964). pp. 117,419.
" Article VIII, Treaty Of Peace, lletween the tnited States arid
Mexico, New" Mexico Statutes, 1953: Annotated Volume Orie. I.
reprinted by -rate Gallery (Truchas, New Mexico, 1969).
'2 Julien Neva, Mexican Americans: A .Brief Look, at Their
History (New ,York, 1970), p. 27, McWilliams -indicates that Ihe.
ease and swiftness of thevictory over Mexico and the conquest of
California had bred in the Americans a measureless contempt for
dell things Mexican."' [Norfh., From. Mexico (New York, 1968), p.

and for tha purpose.- Hidalgo had lay died, and Morelo
had continued, what was in essenc a social revolution.
hey hed precipitated edixil warand lo t; the established

1241.

revoliAn away, the'ChiCano Renaissance would not
ap pear until the 1966's, actuated by a sociopolitical
revojj,lon that would grip the creative impulse.of /a
in the United States-as it had gripped la raza in
exido -during the first quarter4 of the 20th century. I
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theAtatorlals for the History of the United States in the Principal
Archives of Mexico (Washington. 1913).
"I Frederick Jackson Turner. The Frontier in American History
(New York. 1950). p. 17.
's '6 See Julian Juderlas. La Leyenda Negra (Barcelona. 1943).
' For a concise view see John Francis Bannon, The Spanish Con'. quisladores: Men or Devils? (New York, 1967).

"f. G. Bourne concedes that "more thag half I.-the present

leiritory of the United Steles has al onetime or, another been under Spanish Dominion (Spain in America: 1450-1580 (New York.
-.4904), p. xixj.
.
w According to Charles Gibstin. "a distinctive type of Spanish

frontier community, was the +idle or garrison. The line of
protective northern fortification eventually extended acrOss the
entire continent. from Florida to California" [Spain in America
(NeW.York, 1966), p. 1911. See also Herbert Eugene Bolton, "The

Mlitsion as a Frontier inelitutibn Of the Spanish American
Colonies,' American Historical Rivievi, XXII (October. '1917), 4261.
*

Williarri R. Shepherd, for example, suggests that "American
history dose not consist solely of the history of the United States,
and thirhiStory of the United Stites does not consist solely of the
history of the 'Thirteen Colonies and of what has proceeded from
them" ("The Contributions of the Romance Nations to the History
of the Americas." in Do The Americas Have a Common History? A
Lewis Henke (New York,
Critique of the Bolton Theory, edited

1964) p 611
" Octavio Gil Munilia, Participacion de Espana en la Genesis
Hisforica de los Estados Unidos (Madrid, 1963), p. 5 (Translation
mine). "Las trece colonies representan solo una porcion territorial

minims .dentro del presents ambito especial de loa Estado.
Unidos; en re Constitucion de la nacionalidad estadounidense han
jugado un papel irnportantisirno terriforios y Pontos que nada te-

man pin ver con kis pobladores y con las regions* de las trees

Mar#114. Day, History of American Literature: From the
Beginning to 1910,4 (New York, 1970), 3. In a' survey of over 100

"distinguished" survey texts and almost as many histories of
American literature I found only the most passing reference to
Spain in the United States and certainly no mention of any
Mexican Arnehcan writer whatever. The exceptions are some of
the current ethnic collections. of course, such as Forgotten Pages
of American Literature, edited by Gerald W. Haslem (New York.
es, edited try Lillian Federman
1970) and Speaking for Ow
and Barbara Bradshaw (N
Yerk. 1969).
" Thomas M. Pearce. "American Traditions and Our Histories
of Literature," American Literature, XIV. No. 3 (November; 1942).
279.

" For a fuller discussion of "Iexocentrisrn" see Philip D. Ortego,
"The Education of Mexican Americans." The New Mexico Review,
Part I. September 1969; Part II. October 1989. See also Carl L.
Rosen and Philip D. Ortego. Problems and Strategies in Teaching

the Language Arts to Spanish-Speaking Mexican American
Children (U.S. Office of Education. ERIC/CRESS: Las Cruces,
New Mexico. 1969).
6' Op Cif.. p. 280.
" Though 'Howard Mumford Jones thought "American

literature sprang full-fledged from the brow of a British Jove"
.
). p. 201.
,ITheory of American Literature (Nov).
".Though in the Literary History o/ the United fates, *Med by

Robert E. Seller. et al (New York.1 948). p. 303. only seven lines are

devoted to "Mexican and Latin American" literary productivity*
the United States; three authors are cited, two are Angios and one
is a Mexican. No Mexican Americans are listed.

" However. many people have been reluctant to do so; for
xample. in a book dedicated to the dictator Porfirio Diaz, Marie
Robinson Wright indicates treyulently, "One can hardly ascribe to
Mexico. the body of Spanish writers who chronicled the Conquest- (Mexico A History of Its Progress and Development in One
Hundred Years (Philadelphia. 1914 p. 2271.
I hesitate to use the word mestizo because the term, coined
by the Spaniards to identify the offspring of unions between
Spanish men and Indian women. represents the racist character
of the Spanish colonization of the New World despite the fact that

unlike the British colonists. Spaniards were encouraged by
church end state to cohabit with native women. There are no
Schires reliable as to the actual number of Spaniards (peninsular
sod New World) in Mexico (New Spain) during the 300 years of
Spanish colonial rule Their number was never very large in the

New World "and only a few thousand ever resided at any time in
the borderlands" (McWilliams, Brothers Under the Skin, p. 1181.
John Tebbel and Ramon E. Ruiz advance the fact that only about
0.3 percent of the Spanish-speaking Ainericans are of "Spanish"
extractor', (South by Southwest (Garden City, 1989), p. 4). There

were few Spanish women, so that by the time of Mexican independence more than three-fourths of the Mixican population
was considered in a caste other than.,white. the -bulk of them
mestizos and indians. The term`mestizo is tbe equivalent of hailbreed, a pejorative word we are discarding when speaking ot the
issue between a white man and an American Indian woman. The
word mestizo Is also fairly synonymous with the word mulatto, an
equally pejorative word which we try not to use any longer when
sPeaking of the issue ot unions between tvhite men and black

women. We do not, for example; pejorate the issue of unions
between Scotsmen and Irish women, hor the issue of unions
,between Englishmen and French women, nor vice versa. 22 Ignacio Bowel, Mexico Before Cortt: Art History & Legend,.
Trans. Willis Barnstone (New York, 1963). p *iv.
" Bernal Diaz del Castillo, The True History of the Conquest of
York, 1958).
New Spain, Trans. A. P. Maudslay
Bandelier, and William H.
deSCriptions, arguing
"that Cake, himself steeped In Imperial phaseOlOgy and conceptions, used familiar descriptive terms in-reporting to his emperor a

Historians like Lewis H. Mor

Prescott have tended to minim

new life of which he had inadequate uodeultanding. His normal
tenderty would be to over-exattwhat he saw, in order to enhance
the fame of his own prowess in the hope of material reward"
(Healed Ingram Priestley, The Mexican Nation: A Hist4(New
York, 1924), p. 241.

If most accounts of American literature have completely
overlooked the hispanic .heritage of the United States, then cottnts of (North) American history have atversely most
Or ridicule the history of Spain in America.
tempted to mini
Raze: The Mexican Americans (New York,
" Stan Steiner,
1989), p. 395.

*According to Paul Horgan. "the essential terms of the

Spanish Invasion and the Mexican resistance" were based on
religious 'apposition (Conquistadors in North American History
(New York, 1963),'p. 477.

*Frederick Peterson. Ancient Mexico: An introdugon to the

Pre-Hispanic Cultures (New york, 1959), p. 240.
Fbr some excellent selections see Julio Sesto, Historia del
Pensamiento Mexican: Donde las Siete Pkegrinacions de'Aztlan
haste Nuesfros Dias (Mexico, 1942), pp. 127-143.
28 See Fernando de Alva Ixtilzochitl, Ally of Cortes, translated by
Douglas K. Ballentine (El Pas°. 1969).
2* For additional secondary sources see: George C. Valliant,
The AZIscs of Mexico (New York, 1966): Laurette Sojourn*, BurnMg Water: Thoueltt and Religion in Ancient 1111axico (London,
1957); Eric Wolf, Sons of the Shaking Earth: The People of Mexico
and Guatemala-Their Land, 'History, and Culture (University of
Chicago Press. 1989); Jacques Soustelle, Daily Life of the Aztecs
on the Eve of the Spanish Conquest (Stanford University Press,
1961); Michael D. Coe. Ancient Peoples and Places: Mexico (New
York, 1962); Charles Gibeon, Aztecs Under Spanish Rule (Stan-

ord University Press, 1964); Alfred .Sundel. A History of the
tscs and the Mayas and their Conquest (New York, 1967)
See. for example, Philip Dark, Mixtec Ethnohistory: A Method
of A lysis of the Codical Art (Oxford University Press, 1958).
4' Most of what we know about the Pre-Columbian New World

was due to the literary efforts of such men as Bernardino de
Sahagun (1500-1590) and Toribio de Benaventé (known as
Motolima. d. 1569). Also through the works of writers like Garcilaso de la Vega (Ei Inca) whose father was a coulin of the Castii-

lien poet of the same name and whose mother was an Inca
princess.

"Op. Cif., p. 241.
4, Undoubtedly. the best comprehensive study of this influence

is found in A Cultural History of Spanish America by Marian°
Picon-Salas. translated by Irving A. Leonard (University of California Press. 1968).
" M. Romero-Navarro, America Espenola (New York. 1919), p.

87 ijransiation mine.) "La raza. el idioma, las tradiciones cornuneq habian de hacer de la iiteratura americana una rama cis Is
peniosular. Siendo la cMlizacion americana hija de-la espandla,
cuando brillaba esta con todo su esplendor. habia de quedar
claramente marcado su influjo en la vide intelectual de la America
hispana."
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"pre'of the best English worksion the Spanish literary tradition is Gerald Brenan's The Literature of the Spanish Pe Opt*:
From Roman 'Thies to the Present (New York, 1951).
" See Mary Austin, "Folk Plays of the Southwest," Theatre Arts,
XVII (August. 1933),599-808. In "Native Drama in our Southwest,"
she asserts that modern drama began in our SoOthwest on April
24. 1595, with Cdptain Farfan's comedy of the a0vertpres of his
1
expedition (The Nation, 124 (April, 1927), 437).
" OP. CIL. I and II.
44 Interestingly, D. D. Wallace writes that "the first words that the
English heard from We Indians in 1670 were a welcome lq broken
Spanish". (The History of South Carlitne (New York, 1934) 1,65).
"Op. Cit., p. xiii. See also Bourne, pp dr and Horgan, op. cit.
nd C. H. Haring, The Spaniiih Empire In AntiVica (New York,
1947). For a view from the Spanish,point of view.see Salvador de -.

'

MOdariaoa's Iwo works on the Ris and Fall of the' Spanish
American Empire.

Chicano Literature:
A Bibliographical Essay'
Donald F. Castro;

Gonzales, Rodoffo. / em Joaquin/Yo Soy Joaquin:
An Epic Poem. New York: Bantam Books, Imo.,
1967.

" Robert E. Spitler, The; Cycle ,of Anterican Literature (Nee
York. 1955), p. 228.
" John C. Killens calls It pridain the "black psyche," which he
says, According to Seymour L. Oro*, "has existed in liegro con
sciousness throughout the last twq 'centuries ... ." (Stereotype to'
Archetype: The Negro in Arhericaft Literary CrIticism,".fmages of
the Negro in American Literature, edited'by SOymbur C. Gross
,

and John Edward Hardy (Chicago, 1966),-31.
" For 'sources see The Spanish SouthWest 1542-1794, annotated bibliography, 2 vols., compiled by Henry R. Wagner (New
York, 1987); Handbook of HispaniC Source Materials 'and

Research Organization- in the United States, Ind edition; by

S.

Recommended Courses and Xexts
introduction to Chicano Litratur

.

Harthi Dorothy E., and Lewis M: Baldwin, eds. Voices
of Aztlan: Chicano Literature of Today. New York:
The New Americakt-Library, Inc.,.1974.

Philip D., ed. We Are Chicanos: An
Anthology of Mexican-American Literature. New
York: Pocket Books, 1973.
*Villarreal, Jose Antonio. Pocho. Garden
York: Doubleday & Co., Inc., 1959.
Ortego,
,

Ronald Halton (Stanford University Press, 1958); Bibliography of
Texas 1795-1845, 5 vols.. edited 6y Thomas W. Streeter (Harvard.
1955).

" A glance, say, at the Caltindar of the Microfilm Edition of the
Spalush Archives of New-Mxico 1821-1821 attests to the kind of
documentation the Spanish government in the New World was
given to.

" See Frederick W. Hodge and Theodore H. LeWis (eds.).
Spanish Explorers in the Southern United States 1528-1543 (New
York. 1985): Herbert Eugene Bolton, Spaiush Exploration in the
Southwest 1541-4 708 (New York, 1987)0

" See. for example, An Outline History of SPanish American
Literature, edited by John E. Englekirk. t al (New York. 1985).
Mary Austin pointed out that "it has never been sufficiently
emphasized that the period of the entrada of Spain in the territory
of what is now the United States was also the period of Spain's

distinguished flowering in the drama- ("Folk Plays of the
Southwest': Theatre Arts Monthly. SVII, No. CAugust. 1933),
599)

" Carey McWilliams explains that "the lands which Mexico'
ceded to the United States were greater in extent that Germany
and France combined .
." (North From Mexico, p. 51).
" Guide to the Microfilm Edition ol the Mexican Archives 18211846. edited by Myra Ellen Jenkins (Santa Fe, 1989). p. 1.
" Mexican Americans and the Administration of Justice in the
Southwest. p. xi.
" For a view of the "literature" of the period see, for example,
Calendar ol the Microfilm Edition of the Mexican Archives of New
Mexico 1821-1848 by Myra Ellen Jenkins (Santa Fe, 1989). An interesting report of this period concerns a Survey of New Mexico
by Antonio Barreiro filed on June 1. 1832, with the central Mexican government. Also. see Historic*/ Society of New Mexico
Publications in History. V. Marsh, 1928.
" North From Mexico, p. 118.
Ernest Gruening. Mexico and Its Heritatektondon, 1928). p.
.
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"

" Ernesto G
. Herman Gallegos. Julian Samora. Mexican
Americans in the outhwest (Santa Barbara. Cal.. 1989). p. 17.
" Gruening. p. 51
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chicanorShort Story and Drama

Ludwig, Ed, and James Santibanez, eds. The
Chicanos: Mexican-American Voices. Baltimore,
Maryland: Penguin Books, Inc., 1971.
. . y no se lo trago Ia tierra"/". . .
and the earth did not part." Berkeley, California:
Ouinto Sol Publications,.Inc., 1971.
Romano-V, Octavio Ignacio, and 1:terminio Rios C.,

Rivera, Tomas. A.!.

eds. El Espejo-The &trot.: Selated Chicano
Literature. Berkeley, California:.
Publications, Inc., 1972.

Ouinto

Sol

Ulibarri, Sabine R., ed. La Fragua sin Fuego/No Fire
for the Forge. Cerrillos, New Mexico: San Marcos
Press, 1971..

Valdez, Luiz. Actos. Fresno, California: Cucaracha
Press, 1971.

Chicano Poetry
Alurista (Albert Baltazar Uriste Heredia). Floricanto
en Aztlan. Los Angeles: Chicano Cultural Center,
University of California. 1971.
Delgado, Abelardo. Chicane: 25 Pieces of a Chicano
Mind.. Salt Lake City, Utah: Barrio PubNcations,
.-1 972.

Delgado. Abelardo. 'Vs Cold: 52 Cold Thought"Poems of Abelardo. Salt Lake City, Utah: Barrio
Publications. 1974.
Elizondo, Serbio. Perros y Antiperros: Una Epica
Chicane. Berkeley, California: Ouinto Sol Publicalions, Inc., 1972.
Gonzales, Rodolfo. / am Voaquin/Yo Soy Joaquin:
An Epic Poem. New YOricoBantam Books, Inc.,
1967.

(
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Romano-V, Octavio Ignacio, and Herminio Rios C.,

At present it v:Io4Niki be best to prganize the corpus

eds. El EspejoThe Mirror: Selected Chicano

of Chicano literature generically. Four of the five
courses recommended are specifically Studies in
one genre or another: the Chicano short story and
Chicano drama, Chicano paltry, Chicano non,. fiction, and the Chicano novel. The fifth course
actually the first is the introduetory course; and

Literature. Berkeley, California:
Publications, Inc., .1972.

OUinto

Sol

Salinas, Luis Omar. Crazy Gypsy. Frew*, California:

Orirnes Publications, 1970.
Senchez, Ricardo. Canto y Grito Mi Liberécion.
.Garden City, New York: Doubleday & Co., lir.,

even that, I believe, shopd be organized by genres.
Chicano literature as *distinct literary movement is
relatively young. At the earliest, the epoch can be
dated back to the end of World War II; at the latest,
1965 with the Delano Strike.* Because of this youth
the thematic and the historical approach prove-t6 be
impractical methOds of . devising, a curriculum in
Frankly, the thematic approach
Chicano literatu
would tend tow
repetition. It would. be very dif-

1971.

Villanueva, Tino. Hay Otra Voz Poems (1968-1971).
New York: Editorial Mendaje, n.d..

Chicano Non-Fiction
_Acosta, Oscar Zeta: The, Autobiography 'of a Brown
Buffalo, New York: Popular. Library, 1972.-

.ficult not (4) inc ude Raymond Barrio's novel The
Plum Plum Pickers, for example; in courses on la

Acosta, 'Oscar Zeta. The Revolt of the Cockroach
Reopie. Netw.York: Bantam Booki; Inc., 1973.
Galarza, Ernesto, Barrio Bey. New York: Baliantine

-Chicano, and 'on the struggle of the migrant

chicane, talfamilia, machismo, on education and the

r

farmworker. It 0ould alsiseem ilhal ispohlthernatical-

ly bound courses woulMest be 60gined as interdisciplinary. The historical appros0 to devising a

Books, 1971.

Garcia. Andrew. Tough Trip Through Paradise 18781879.. New York: Ballantine Books, 1967.

curriculum for,Chicano literature is also found to be
less desirable, unless onessiould rather spend more

Ludwig, Ed. and James Santibanez, eds. The

time studying the literary 'heritage of Chicano

Chicanos: Mexican Anierican Voices. Baltimore,
Maryland: Penguin Books, Inc., 1971.

literature than studying" Chicano literature. Mariano
Azueia's Los de abajo written in 1915 is a great novel

Cruz and the

heritage of the Chicano novel, but it is not a Chicano

Nelson.

Eugene,

coMp.

Pablo

and is certainly an important part of the literary

American Dream. 'n.pt.: Peregrine SMith, Inc.,
1975..

novel.

The generic approach is not exclusive of the
thematic and historical aptroaches. Actually, it

IP

Original Sin: A Self-Portrait.
Quinn, Anthony.
tr
Boston:lin , Brown, and Co., 1972.
Roman
., Octavio I., ed. Voices: Readings trom EL'
0. Berkeley, California: Ouinto Sol PublicaG
ns, Inc., 1971.

embraces both for after the genres have been distinguished (Chicano poetry, drama, and tip Chicano
novel, for example), the history and themes of those
genres become of primary importance. Many peep*"
have come to wrengly view the generic approach as
a !Writing one when, indeed, it has again proven out
to be just another example of the human paradox: in
limiting the critic's focus, it has freed him to pursue
in depthin this case, perhaps, the newest and most
dynamic literature in the worldChicano literature.

Chicano Novol

Anaya, Rudelfe A. Bless Me, Ultima. Berkeley,
California: Ouinto Sol PuIllications, Inc., ,1972.

Berrie Raymond. The Plum Plum Pickers. New
Yorl,....01,arper and Row Publishers, Inc., 1969.

Introduction to Chicano Literature

Rechy, John. City of Night. New York: Grove Press,
Inc., 1963.
Rechy. John. This Day's Death. New York: Grove
Press. Inc., 1969.

The two anthologies selected for the introductory
course in Chicano literature are Phihp Ortego's We
Are Chicanos, and Dorothy Harth and, Lewis

Baldwin's Voices of Aztlan. Both anthologies are
basically arranged generically With short but good

. y no se /o trago la tierra"/". . .
and the earth did not part." Berkeley, California:
Ouipto Sol Publications, Inc., 1971.
Vasquez4ichard. Chicano. New York: Avon Books,
Rivera, Tomas. ".

introductions:The selections within each section are

excellent and the two books complement one
another in that only three poems are duplicated.
Ortego is especially to be crphmented for his inclusion of a good share Of chicane writers.
Anthologies which you might want to examine but

1970.

Villarreal, Jose Antonio. The Fifth Horseman.

which I do not recommend over the above two are:
Cardenas de Dwyer's Chicano Voices, Valdez and
Steiner's Aztlan, Castaneda Shular, Ybarra-Frausto,

Garden City,INew York: Doubleday & Co., Inc.,
1974.

Villarreal, Jose Antonio. Pocho. Garden City, New
York: Doubleday & Co., Inc.. 1959.
Villasener, Edmund. Macho! New York: Bantam
Books, Inc., 1973.

and Sommer's 4iteratura Chicane, &New.- and
['Editor's Note: See Philip
differing view.]

..0.rteGo y Gasca's Introduction tor

4

esnos 1976
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Faderman's From the Barrio, and Paredes and
Mexican-American Authort., Chicano

.ChiOano Short Story and ,Drama

Paredes'

Because of the limited number of texts available,

if Voices comes a close third, but three anthologies in
one class might become a bit unwieldy. Aztlan and
Literature
Chicane
are
basically
arranged

studies in the Chicano ,sbort story and Chicano
drama are combined here to form a single course.
Ludwig and Santibanez's anthology The Chicanos:
Mexican-American Voices only contains six short
stories, but it is still recommended because it con-.

thematically with introductions and other editorial
apparatuses that are at times more confusing than
helpful. From the Barrio apd Mexican-American
AUthors are rather skimpy and are perhaps more

-.

'tains two essays on Chicano theatre as well. Romano

and Rios' anthology El Espejo is recommended

suited to being used in- high school than on the college level.

primarily for iti selection of short fiction, althOugh it
also contains Estela Portillo's play "The Day of the

To augment the two reCommencled anthologies I

Swallows" as well ps two other short dramatic

have chosen "Corky" Gonzales' long poem / am JOE1quin and Willarreal's novel Pocho. Yo Soje,Joaquin/1

pieces. Ulibarri's collection La Fragua Sin Fuego

am Joaquin is perhaps the most famods work in
Chicano literature today. As a mailer of fact, El

Spanish with accompanying English translations.

theatre groupproducid a film entitled.akam Joaquin; and it itself is of such quality that rbelievb, ft'

the only published collection ot Ghicano short

contains five short stories, -all writteri in New Mexican

The bther two recommended texts are rather unique:
at present, Rivera's ". . . y no se ro trago la fierce" is

Teatro Camidesinothe almost equally famoUt

stories, and Valdez's Actos is the only collection of
Chicano drama in print. Nephtali DeLeon's 5 Plays is
np longer available.' And Roberto Garza's Contemporary Chicano ' Theater: An Anthology whin
promises to be excellent is still Wthcominsi."
There are, relatively speaking few anthologized
short stories and eyen fewer plays.,Other Wan tile
plays referred to above, there are only approximately a half dozen more plays found in oneanthology or
another. All of these Ways are very short and since
there is usually only one play per anthology,the cost'
of any one of these texts cannot bejUstified. Perhaps
the best way to augment the plays already found in
the recommended texts is to place on Reserve the
issues of El Glib!). From 1968-1970, for example,
there were at least a half dozen plays published in
the one periodical." La Luz doesn't usually include
Plays in its literary sections but Roberto Garza's "On
iyith the Movement" can, be found in the May 1973
issue.'2 In the August issue of that same year, the

should be in the holdings of every univertty and college library in the country Which tas an audio-visual

department.3 Villarrears 'Pocho waeoriginally

published in 1959. It is considered by most to be the'
first Chicano npver and as such., is almost a

prototype in whole or in part of many of the other
Chicano novels to follow. It is not claimed that Gonzales' / am Joaquin is the best Chicono 'poem, nor

that Villarreal's Pocho is the best Chicano novel
only that both are major representative works, omissions of which would be,serious oversights.

Fivtarticles on Chicano literature in genthl which
yOu eght want to use inPreparation and which you
might want to put on Reserv in
r library are:
Gerald Haslem's "i Por La Causal
American
Literature," Francesco Jiminez's "C
Literature:
Sourcesfoand Themes," Tomas Riv
"Into the
Labyrinth: The Chicano in Literature." Philip D.
Ortego's "The Chicano Renaissance," and Marcela
Trujillo's "Chicano Writers and Poete."4 Itvera's essay was originally published in a small callection by
the Department of English and Journalism at Pan
(American University. The collection New Voices in
Literature: The Mexican-American stemmed from
three presentations on the subject of Chicano
kterallife giver at Pan American University in October 1971 5 There are two Ph.D. dissertations o
Chicano literature which are fairly comprehensive
Philip D. Ortego's Backgrounds of Mexica
American Literature and Alba Irene Moesser's L

cover story of La Luz was on "Teatros De La

Gente."" It was written by Jorge A. Herta who earlier
had published "Chicano Teatro: A Background" in
the Fall 1971 issue of Aztlan." Theie two.essays by
Herta coupled with the two earlier mentioned essays
in The Chicanos: Mexican-American Voices (one by
Luis Valdez and the other by James Santibanez) just

about sum up the available criticism on Chicano
drama." At present, there are oo articles specifically
on the Chicano short story.

Literatura Mejicoamericana del Suroeste de 7s
Estaddi.4 Two other works I would recommend but
which might be difficult to obtain are Philip Ortego
and David Conde's The Chicano Literary World 1974
and Donald Castro's "Cticano Literature." Ortego
and Conde's work is the publisfied proceedings from
The First National Symposium on Chicano Literature
and Critical Theory held at New Mexico Highlands
.University in Normber 1974.' Castro's work is ac-

tually a teaching module commissioned by the
Teacher Ceniler Program at The Uniyersity of Texas
at El Paso. It was one of several modules
sioned during the 1973-74 Socio-Cultural raining
Sequence collected under the title of "The Aesthetic
Dimension."'
16

Chicano Poetry
Chicano poetry is the most interesting of all the
genres. Not only is it the most prolific, but it is the
most varied as well. Alurista, Delgado, Elizondo,
Gonzales. Salinas. Sanchez, and Villanueva are all
Chicano poets and yet each of their poetry while

It

similar is so distinctive. Alurista'sio poems in
fr-foricanto are perhaps the best examples of Philip
Ortego's "binary phenomena." Delgado's poems in
,Chicano are simple, honest, and above all else, full
of love. It's Cold is Delgado's newest collection ant
one of the most recent in all of Chicano poetry. In my

opinion, "Abelardo" is the most underrated poet
writing toclay. While occasionally he falters, his best

ob.
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Voices contains more than sixteen essays, .dnd only
one is a duplication. An anthology not recommended

far outweighs the best of many. Elizondo's poems in

;Perros y Antiperros are written in Spanish accom-e' panied with English translations. They're often ironic,
and at times, blatantly sarcastic. Gonzales' / am Joaquin is subtitled "An Epic Poem," but I vouId argue
fhat it is perhaps one of the longest lyrics ever written.

It is a poem full of paredoxes, including the

paradok of its oWn nature. Salinas'- poems in Crazy

Gypsy vary in quality, but when Salinas is being
humorous or light-hearted as in "Ass" and "Conversation on a Bus" he presents himself as apChicarto

poet who stilliecognizes that poetry can still be
simply for fun. Sanchez's poems and poetic essays
in Canto y Grito perhaps more than others remind
the reader that poems are made up of words, words

/

but which you might want to examine yourself is
Edward StrAon's 'Pain & Promise: The Chicano
Today." I .did nOt recomnend it just as I did not
earlier recommend his cdlleçjion of. short stories,
The Chicano From Caricature 'to Self-Partrait,'
because botk texts contairikng both Chicacio and'
Anglo writer's could easily by misconstrued, and
perpetuate the fallacious thinking ort the part of
is "literajuie by
some that Chicano liter
about Chica-nos."2' Tortilla Fla s not a part f the
corpus of Chicano literature, an the sooner t entire issue of which Steinbeck is o y a part is ut to
rest, the better.

Title six extended autobiographi s are Andrew
Garcia's Tough Trip Through Paradise 1878-1879,
Ernesto Gal rza's Barrio Boy, Eugene Nelso r com)n,
blo Cruz anderhe America*
pilation of
Anthony Qu n's The Original Sin, Oect:tr eta

and sounds. Sanchez at times invents words; at
other times, he deliberately misspells or misuses
words-:-words, the stuff of which he uses "to sing
and shout his liberation" and the liberation Lall

1

Chicanos. Villangeva's poems,in Hay Otra Voz present tg us a persrea otimmnse sensitivity. On the
wriple. Villanueva's poerns speaks in a wbisper
Witfiout much of the .franticness,foubd elsewhere.
The above seven collectiOns should do for a

AcoSta's The utobiography of a Brown 8,u1fal&, and
its sequel Th 'Revolt of the Cockroach People., Ob'viously Garci 's Work is pre-World War It.but is such

and unique work that I have made it
an interest
rily one ex eptipn. Garcia did not die untl 1943, and
'he probably worked with hiS manus'cript u0 until hip
death. The fact that it was not published until 1967

semeSter's work, ,tiut if an anthology is stiltdesired. I

would recommend either El Espejo or Walter
Lowenfels' From the Belly of the Shark.'7 The advantage to El Espeio vyould be that the students cbuld
also use it in another, course such as that on the
Chicano stiortittory and Chicano dtama. The advantage to Lowenfels' antOrogy woUld be that it is a

also encourages me to include it. Acbsta:,1 ... Brown
Buffalo and . . . the Cockroach People wi I definitely

contrast with Galarza's Barrio Boy, Nels n's Pablo
Cruz . . and Quinn's ,The Original Sin, ut all five
works are still Chicano autobiographies Peritaps .
they, perhaps even thee stx of them includin
Garcia'swill help remind us all that the a stractio
"the Chicano experience" only truly exists as ex
periences of individual Chicanos.
Criticism of Chicano non-fiction is alm st nonexistent. Joilln Womack's article "The C icanos"
found in The New York Review briefly discusses
.

multiethnic collection of poems, and the student
could cOmpare Chicano poetry with that Of ottter
groups .such as .the Eskimos, Hawaiians, Indians,
and Puerto Ricans. In Lowenfels' there is also a short

but good introduction to Chicano poetry by Ricardo
Sanchez. There isn't much written specifically on
Chicano poetry. Sanchez tas a longer essay entitled
"Chicano Poety..._ A Social Enigma," but I would
imagine it is now hard to obtain since it is found in a
1971 collection entitled Obras which was published

several books and is perhaps worth examining
although on the whole I would have td agree With de

in a limited edition of only 100 copies." Philip

la Garza's sentiments expressed in a letter to the

Ortego's essay "Chicano Poetry: Roots and Writers"
is still the best on the subject. While it was originally
published in the same small collection, New Voices
in Literature, earlier mentioned in regards to Rivera's
general article, it can now be found in the Spring
1972 issue of Southwestern American Literature.'9

editor in a subsequent issue, "After having finished it
[Womack's article], I find myself no longer outraged;
instead I am disappointed."22 Other than Womack's,,;

there are no other full-fledged articles except fdr
Eugene Fraire-Ardava's "A Study of Ironic Tone and
Meaning: Octavio Romano's 'Good-Bye Revolution

Hello Slum.-23 And as the title indicates, the

article focuses on one essay; an essey;- sorry to say,
which is not inpluded in either recommended reader,

Chicano Non-Fiction
The Chicano non-fiction course consists mainly of

autobiographies and essays. The two anthologies

Chicano Novel

chosen are Ludwig and Santibanez's The-Chicanos:

Of all the genres, the Chicano novel is the .most
sophisticated. From the Joycean "epiphanies" found
in Villarreal, to Rivera's "collection novel" technique,
to Anaya's mystical treatment of curanderismo, the
novel has offered the student of Chicano literature

Mexican-American Voices and Romano's Voices:
Readings from EL GRITO. Ludwig and Santibanez's
anthology was also selected for the Chicano short
story and Chicano drama course, thus, perhaps students will be able to use the text twice and take full
advantage of its relative low cost. Actually the text
with over twenty esiays is more suited to this course
than it is to the short story and drama course; arid if
for some reason it could only be used in one of the
e non-fiction coutse. Roman's
two, it shou

Summ 976

the most challenging of worksand the most

rewarding. While the quality varies from Anaya's
Bless Me, Ultima which I consider to be one of the
best American novels written since World War II to

Villasenors Macho! which borders on the ex-

17

ploitative, it can still be said that the Chicano novel is
the apotheosis-thus far of the Chicano Renaissance.

mysticisn about it which cannot be labeled. It is cer-

tainly' o e of the best products of the Chicano
Renaissáhce, if not the best.

Because of the sophisticationsimply because of

the amounts of readingI don't %commend the

novels can be taught independently in va us
courstA on a lower level, and some even in high

Vfflasenor's Macho! was published in 1973. It is of
questionable worth, but I include it since it does pretent the reader with the unpvidable question of the
role of evaluation in criticism of Chicano literature.
Other novels by Chicanos which you might want to

school, all of the novels taken together present a formidable task requiring among other things, certain
amounts of maturity and literpry.finesse. Also: unlike

examine are:Rechy's Numders (1967), The Vampfres (1971), and The Fourth Angel (1973), FloydSales' Tattoo the Wicked.Cross (1967) which, sor

seminar on the Chicano novel be taught on any level
lower than Upper division. While indeed most i f the

the ather courses described, the course on the
Chiano novel demands, that it be organized
chronologically. Chronology is important in the study
of the novel because the Chicano novel, even in its v

shirt
ir

.

,

life, hps already revealed certain lines of

cleveloqment. The odyssey in Chicano, for example,
is much more meaningful when-it is seen in the lightof earlier odysseys found in The Plum PluM Pickers
and Pcichoeven by those found in This Day's Death
and City of Night,
.
Villarreal's POcho was first publithed_in.1969. It
'was Villarreal's. firstAnovel. And as is true, of many
,

to say, is out of print, and Miguel Mendez's
Peregrinos . De Aztlan (1974) which is the
Chicano 'hovel written entirely in

.

.

'
b

1

hist novels, it 'is a bildungsroman. which 'is very
autobiograPhical. Villarreal; himself; considers
, Ppcho very similar to Joyce's A Poilrajt at the Artist
as er Young' Man. Villarreal's Jortg-awaited seccina
novel. The Fiffh porseman*(1974) is a novel\ of the
Mexican revolution akin to Azuela's Los de abaft)
although ihuch extended.
.
John Rechy's City Of Night (1963)' is a master-

. fitment novela by non-Chicanos about Chicanos
are: Frank Bonham's Viva Chicano (2970), William
Cox's ohiCano Cruz (1972), Eugene"Nelson's The
Bracero (1972), and C. W. Stnith's,Thin Men of Had-.
dam 11973).25 Viva Chicano and Chicano Cruz I do
not recornmend qn any level. The Bracers) 'arid Thin
.
Men of Haddam I recommend with reservations. The
Bracero is not actually about Chicanos; but as the title 'indicates, it's about braceros. The ending to >
:',Nelion's novel is one of the most htoGing-I. have ever

read. 'The . ri4hteous angerand indignation-u-

piece. And while the novel's chicanisrno is soi+iewhat

shrouded by its deep concern 'for the homosexual
and "forgotten" world he inhabits, the winds of El
Paso are undeniably there-,pprvasive and sidnificant. Rechy'a third novel This qays Death (1969) is

4

1

perhaps more readily identifiabfe as a Chicano
novelpbut it too is ostensibly a novel primarily concerned with the homosexual in "kffterican socieW.
Both books are quite explicit and reqUire a mature
audience who can overcome the urge to snicker or
to condemn when compassion is what is solicited.
Barrio's The Plum Plum PickerS was also
published in 1969. ltis perhaps the most experimental of the novels recommended. Barrio,is a mach an

.echatacterization. \
OutsideLseveral reviews, there are basically three

articles specifically on the Chicano novel: Teresa
McKenna's "Three Novels: An Analysis," Donald F.
Castro's "The Chicano Novel: An Ethno-Generic
:Study," and Philip D. brtego's "The Chicano Novel:

.

Chicano and The Plum Plum Pickers."26 None.of the

three discuss the more recent novels such.,,as
Anaya's and Villasenor's, and an updated view is

artist as he is a writer, and often times he attempts tovisually as well as emotionally arrest our attention. At.
times, he succeeds; at other times, he doesn't. Vasquez's Chicano (1970) also varies in quality, but for adifferent reason. Vasquez attempts to do too much.

Narrating the history of fipur generations,:Vasquez
fails at times to deveop sufficiently individual
characters and individual eVents.
Rivera's '%.. y no se lo trago Ia tieria"/". . andffie
earth did'not part" (1971) can be considered both as
a collection of short stories and as a "c011ection
novel." The novelistic unity of And the Earth Did Not
Part is nbt simplistic. It is very subtle and complex
requiring a good deal of study. Rivera's work won the
First. Annual Premlo Ouinto Sol literary award for
1970. Anaya's Bless Me, Ultima won the Entard in,
1971. It, hke Pocho, is a first noVel and a*
bildungsroman; but unlike Pocho, it haan aura of'

aroused Throughout the noyel is at times almost unbearable. Tho Brecero ianot a ghicancr hovel, but it
ii.dpfinitely related and cquld be profitably taught in
a course on the Chicano novel. Thin Men of Haddam
is not a bad novel antqould very well be used in this
course, but it at times helps to perpetuate the very
literary 'stereotypes Steinbeck helped createearher
and Which ChiCano literature, on the whole, wanteto
elim nate once and for pll. To condemn Smith's novel
outr ht, though, would be unfair for Vasquel
Villa enor commil many of the same errors.
st
that with Smith as I trust it vats for the latter two,'it is
not so' much a matter of outlook as it is with faulty

definitely needed. There is a Ph.D. dissertation Nit-

ten on the Chicano novel, but it, too, is quiedy
0-

becoming outdated." Because of Bless Me, Ultilus:e
_integral concern with curanderismo, I would recommend Ari Kiev's Curanderisrnb: Mexican-American
Folk Psyc)tia
While it is not intended as a sub'Stitute forc
personal encounters, or the
handed-dow
nts of, encounters of one's
parents, grandpare
and others, it is intended as
an augmentation to,thaiinitiated, and as an introduction to the uninitiated.

IChicano literature is indeed anexciting new field. 1
am confident that in time the Chicano Renaissance
will match or exceed both the Harlem Renaissance

and the Southern Renaissance as an importaht
social and aitistic movement in twentieth-century

ii
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American literature. Although Chicano literature today is still very 'young as a literary movement, the
number of quality works worthy not only of reading
but of study is constantly growing. Sodn that number
will demand that such courses as recommended
here be taught not just at universities and colleges

(Winter 1970).
Francisco 0. Burruel, "The Dialogue of Cuco Roche,"El Grito, 3
(Summer 1970), 37-45.
Esteta Portillo, "The Day of the Swallows," El Grifo, 4*(Spring
1971), 447.
,

r

.

Mauro Chavez, "The Last Day of Class," El (info, 4 (Spring
1971), 64-66.

Raquel Moreno, "El Milagrucho," El Grito, 4 (Spring 1971), 64ss.

where there are Chicano Studies programs or
departments, but anywhere where there are English
departments.

it Rolaigto J. Garza, "On with the 'Movement, " La Luz. 2
(May 1979), 34-36.

" Jorge A. Huerta410 tot de la Gente," La Luz 2 (August
1973), 6-11.

" Jorge A. Muerte, "Chicano Teatro: A Background," Azt/an, 2
(Fall 1971), 63-78.
12 Luis Valdez, "El Teatro COnipesino, Its Beginnings," The

Chicanos: Mexicali dmerican Voices, ed. by Ed Ludwig and

No.tes

James Santibenez (New York: Penguin Books, Ina:: i971), 115119.

, The original study for this essay was funded by the Chicano
Studies Program at Washington State University in. the Spring of
1974. I am grateful to Professor Pedro Rodriguez, the then director of the program, and to Professor Salvador Ramirez, the present director, for their encouragement.
.
I Carlota Cardenas de Dwyer, ed., Chicano Voices (Boston;
Houghton Mifflin Co., 1975).
.
Luis Valdez and Sten Steiner, eds., Arden: An Anthology of
Mxican American Literature (New York: Random House, Inc.,

4.

-

a

Antonia Castaneda Shular; Tomato Ybarra-Frausto, and Joseph
fraftra Chicane: Text° y Conte0o/CPichno
Sommer t , 'eq.,

11.

Litrature: eldand Context (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Preni
tice Hall, c., 1972).
La. Omar Salinas and Ullian Fadermen, oda From the Barrio:
A Chicano Anthology (New York: Harper a Row, Publishers, Inc.,
1973).

..a.

PhiNp D. ,Orlego,' "Chicano Poetry: Roots and Writers,"
Southwestern American Litereture, N (Spring 1972), 8-24.
10 Edward Simmen, ed., Pain and Promise: The Chicano Today
.
(New York: The Nevi American Library, Inc., 1972).
I, Edward Simman. ed., The Chicano: From Caricature to Self-

Portrait (New York: The New American Library, Inc:, 1971).

1,

Philip D. Ortedo, "The Chicano Renaissance," Social
,
Caswork. 52 (May 1971), 294-307.
Tomis Rivera, "Into the Labyrinth: The Chicano irr Literature,"

.

in Nina Voices in Litratur: The Mexican 4merican, ed. by
Edward Simmen (Edinburg. Texas: DepartmenVof English and
Journalism. Pan American University. 1971). 18-25.
.
The other two essays found in Nw Voices in Literature are
philip D. Ortego's **Chicano Poetry: Roots and Writers" (pp. 1-17)
which I will discuss later, and Jose R. Reyna's "Approaches to
Chicano Folklore" (pp. 26-33).
2 Philip D. Ortego. Backgrounda of Mexican American
Literature (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, University of New

1972).

Eugene Nelson. The Bracero (Berkeley, Calornia: Thorp

'
Mexico, 1971).
Alba Irene Moesser. La Litrature Melicoamericana del
Suroeste de los Estados (unpublislikd Ph.D. dissertation. University of Southarn California, 1971).
, Philiii Ortego and David Conde, comps.. The Chicano Lititrary

Springs Press. 1972).

C. W. Smith, Thin Men of Haddam (New York: Grossman
Publishers. 1973).
" Teresa McKenna Three Novels: An Analysis," Arden. 1 (Fall
1970). 47-56.

World 1974 (Las Vegas. New Muico: New Mexico Highlands

Donald F. Castro, "The Chicano Novel: An Ethno-Generic

University, 1975. )

Study," La Luz, 2 (April 1973). 50-52.
Phil p. Ortego, -The Chicano Novel: Chicano and The Plum
ickers," La Luz; 2 (May 1973), 32-33.
Plu
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osier HeienallIonahan. C.0
. the ChicamiNovel: Toward
a Definition and literary Criticism (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, 9t..Louis University, 1972).
to Ari Kiev, Curanderismo: Mexican-Ametican Folk Psychiatry
.
(New York: The Free Preu. 1968).

' Donald F. Castro. **Chicano Literature," Teacher Center
Program, Module Number III:E-2 (El Paso, Texas: School of
Education. University of Texas at El Paso, 1973).
2 Nephtaapeleon, 5 Plays (Denver. Colorado: Toil/Ism Publications, Inc.. 1972).
" Robert.o J. Garza, Contemporary Chicano Theater An
Anthology (Notre Dame, Indiana: UniversHy of Notre Dame Press.
forthcoming).
" Bob Barron, "Viet Nam Veteran," El Grito, 1 (Spring 1968),

(Donald F. Castro teaches in the Department of
English at the University.of Notre Dame.)

Romarto-V.. "Mugre de la Condon," El Onto, 3

Summer 19711.

22 John Womack, Jr.. "The Chicanos," The New York Review, 19
(August 31, 1972), 12-18.Rudolph 0. de la Garza, "An Exchange on The Chicanos,' d The
New York Review. 20 (April 19, 1973), 4V-42.
13 Eugene Frelre-Aldeva, "A Study of Ironic Tone and Meaning:
Octavio Romano's 'Goodbye Revolution-Hello Slum.'" Arden. 3
(Spring 1972), 185-169.
L-__
., " John Rechy, Numbers (New York: Grave Press. In.c., 1957);
v John Rechy, The Vampires (New York: Grove Press, Inc., 1971).
John Rechy. The Fourth Anpel (New York: Viking Press, 1973).
Floyd Sales. Tattoo The Wicked Cross (New York: Grove`Press,
Inc., 1967),,,
.
'Miguel Mendez. PeregnItos de Anion
. (Tucson. Arizone:
Editorial Peregrinos. 1974).
22Frank Bonham. Viva Chicano (New York: Del) Publishing Co.,
Inc.."1970):
Williem Cox, Chicano Ckuz (NOW York: Bantam Books. Inc.,

I

.

Marcela Trujillo, "Chicano Writers and Poets," La Luz,-2 (JuneJuly 1973), 43-48.
II Tomas Rivera. "Into the Labyrinth: The Chicano in Literature,"

I.

. )3

.

Haslam, 1Por La COusal Mexican-American
Literature." College English, 31 (April 1970). 695-709.
Francisco Jiminez,;'Chicino Literature: Sources and Themes,"
Th Bilingual Review/La Reviste Biling9e; I (Januarl-April 1974),

vlo

.

men .(Edln-burg, Texas: Department of English and Journallarti,
. Pan Artlierican University, 1974), 1-17.

93701. .
4 Gerald

1 tclo:ta

.

.

Yoh:vs in Literaturic ?he Mxican Amide*" d Edward Sim-

to: Centro Campesino Cultural, Box 2902, Fresno, California

Southwesters American Litratur, II (Fall 1972); 90-97.

.

" P10901/4p. Ortego, "ChicaooPoetr y: Roots 410 Writers," Now

Americo Paredes' and Raymund Paredes, eds., Mexican-

''

ins (Pembroke j North Carolin& Ouet-

,w Ricardo 9anchez,

zal/Vihio'preu, 1971).

American Authors (Boston: HOug)ston Mifflin Co., 1972). .
2 For more, informatkin orr the film /am Joaquirrone may write

4-15.

'

1973).

.

-

..

" Ortego in his article on Chicano poetrl defines "binaty
phenomena" as "a in ixture q the two languages [English and
Spanish] . . . In which a litistic symbols of two languages are
mixed In utterances, u ng ther languajle's.syntactic structure
(pp. 11-12)."
" Waiter Lowenfels, ed.,' From the Belly of the Shark: * New
Anthology of Native Americans (New Yak: Random House, .tric-.0

I

1972).

.

r.

oday and El Teatro
, James Sentibank, "Ei Teatro Campesin
ices, ed. by Ed
Urbano," The Chicanos: Mexican American
Ludwig and James Santilitmez (New York:. Pen uln Books, Inc.,
1971), 141-148. .
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Texans Write.

The image of the "Frito Bandito" and of hat-tipped

Jose under a antes-has vanished, but other Mexican-American stereotyPes still threaten; n.st available' stories are of quaint families or switch-bladetoting JD's. Textbooks written .for Mexican-Americans', and by Mexican Americans are so scarce as'
to be non-existent. A stop-gap resource-is a book
giving the teacher at -least langpage ang culture
patterns from both the Anglo- a d Spanishispeaking
areas. [My own book Por Ninb From Two Cultures,
written with Alfiedo Superviel e, tries to de,this lb
the area of folk material. It has been reprinted by
Atli with some of its worst mistakes. corrected and

Bqok Reviews

F. Allen Briggs
Texas A

I at Laredo

is available from the author for $1.2# + 25e postage.]

11111111111.11111.111111111111
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'. Crying tole written is arseriiis of Texas readers
using the resources abundantly outlined ip a voltime
of the Texas Folklore Society. [The Folklore bt Texas
CultureS, edlteby Febncis E. Abernethy of Stephen

F..Austin Univ rsity, is evadable from the Encino
Press, Austin, or the editor.] I ean dream of Texas
children learning tolead with storie bout the many
Texas'peo
if there arerelsuc
ooks, students

This section of 'reviews Is a regular feature of
English.in TeXas. It Is limited to the review of
books by -Texas authdrs and to bookkwhIch are
about Texas. Emphasis will be .givin ,to bookis
which may, be useful to schools, teachers, and
students, but items of -more genertinterest
.also be contIder4d. The section
bits
Its purpose through the help of Council
and others In the prcifesslon. The revler
informaAlwr bout new Texas
pOndbcice' h -persons who
the rsvfoi

Material for the teacher in a

74-tould deve,op

creased their lite
I have not
Englittrin Faxes b

ense of bel

ngi.as they in-

y.

tents of his issue of
.1 exi3ect thk t

valiant-efforts

of the editor cannot hide the f t that Meatcan-

Am ericans dre eentially
ss
inarticulate in etrint. Mate-

rial is more ;ought for,than found; anthologies which

aist only for older students, repeat what iefound
in other collections. It. Is with real pleasure that I
presert a review, written by a former student ot

0-English

Mine, of the newest of theise collections.

bilingual clas'eroom (or for a teacher irr a deprived
cultural situation where there is no Metican enrichment) has peengrequent ih this coM1.,,, n; a surveY of

books noted duilicg the past threeNears indicates
that I have given:greater emphasis in this area than
the volume of pUblication warrants. My excuse is a
result partlywof where teach and of a growing

Los de Sin Voz Speak

I

Chicano Voices, edited by Carlota Cardenas de
Dwyer (New York: Houghton Mifflin 1976) achieves

consciousness in.Texas that-the Spanish based cul-

lure must not be ignored.

its goal of offering "a variety of' writers, genres,

Materials for a mplti-culturai approach are not the
same as those used to teach &Wish or Spanish as
. a second language. Textbook publishers see profit

and views" as well as presenting the. major themes
of Chicano Literature. The anthology, with its accomPanying instructor's guide, also fulfills the need of

ln nationwide sales; few Texas-textbooks are in-

Chicano and 'multi-ethnic literature courses for a
textbook of contemporary Chicano literature..

herently of any of Texas's mahy cultures. Occasional

stories about ranch .or barrio are included in 'the
"Stories of Other Lands" category, and Texas, kids
cannot find their roots in the stories by which they

Thematically organized works by writers from different regions and those practicing various genres
provide a sample of contemporary authors. Fiction,

learn -to reed.

non-fiction, poetry, drilla, and autobiography by
Chicanos such as ToMas F1'ivera, John Richy,

An axiom in.the teaching of reading and writing is
that thildren learn easiest when they read and writa0,
about things which they already know. This principle

Rolabdo Hinojosa-S, Cesar Chavez, Marta Cotera,
Philip D. Ortego, Alurista, Tino Villanueva,' and Luis
Valdes are arranged into five units which represent
.individually and ,collectively the "Chicano Experience." The units-ta Raza/The Chicano People, El

is contradicted by an aim of educationto broaden
the provincial backgrounds of most children and
most communities. Urban snobs !sometimes think
the opPortunities of cities actually affect the children in thorl cities; barrio Migrant children often
solve travelled as far [and seen as little] as moppets

Barrio/The Barrio, La Chicana/The Chicane, La
Vida/Life, and La Cause/The Chicano Movement
are introduced by an epigram and an illustration; a
headnote which provides background information

from the silk-stockinged areas. Teachers and school
systems need to beware of confusing language skills
with human awareness.
20

prefaces the individual selections. Despite the weakness of including too few (non in poetry and fiction)
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nts 'of the -Myths and legends:\of early Indian
es, by Thames A./Green, Jr.,- and Howard N.
in. 'Charro Jiro Afamado" by Arnulfo,Castillo
tra slated by Inez Cardozo-Freeman is the story of
`\tw
rolhers who with trepidation visit the Jiro, the

selections by' women writerts,-the an hology presents
a Wide scope of genres, vieWs, and concerns provid-

ing a useful Introduction to contemporary Chicano
Literature for class ose.
The anthology's organization`anestructUre make
it flexible and adaptable tg individual class needs,
The instructor's guide provides an extensive anno-

ghost of a bloody bandit to secure part of his
[its] treasure, 1Scratches on the Bedpost: Vestiges of
the Lechuza" by Ann Carpenter tells a Mexican ver-

tated ibliography In addition ta a list of other
resour s, such as 4Ims, for suppleMenting thg

'

selectio s. Depending on the emdhasis of a class,
.0 tip po plementary. materials can compensate for
, dreas
ot covered or stressed in the anthologized
select ns, such as historical background; long "'ficd poetry and fiction by. woinen. The Instruction,
tor's ide irfcludes topics for,coMposition, discussio , an researcn for each selection as well as a
mmarybackground ma rial, and pronunciation

yelated subjects! Without any surprise, one obsei-ves
Ernestine Saki's alw5ys superb relation of the 1850'

French.settlement in the Dallas area"La Reunion."
I admired James W. Byrd in his discussion of "Folk
Anecdote Survives in Black Fiction" and Patrick B.
Mullen's "Magic and Ritual Among Italian Fishermen
on the Gulf Coast."
More genera treatments cover other cultural vari-

guide for names and titles. lt, along with the
anthology which has footnote translations of Sp'anish

I swords, can beused in fhe classroom by both bilin'gual and morio-lingual English' speaking instructors
and students.
As a whole, the anthology reriders a verbal statemeot bt_i_s_:rilety of contempefary Chicano writeri
expredsing their views through different gen s and'
provides a suitable introduction to Chicano literatu e..
English, Unlver- "
(Norma-Cantu, Graduate Fellow
,
sity of Nebraska; Lincoln.)
'

V

sion. of the ilverewolfold women whb convert Into
owls; and "Country Black" by Lorcee P. Williams.
Some'of the other articles are on equglly valuable
subjects but are written.less carefully:
Other essays areicholarly treatmeneg of folklore-

41161ts. Perhaps e'cause I knew so little beforel read,

I especially efiJoyed "tin-organizations: The Family
Associations
eChinese" by TgoMas W. Woodell, r"
recounting the cultural adjustments In the Houston

area; "The KishlirColony" by Gwendolyn Wingate
about the first Japanese, farmers In the Beaumont
N region; and'"Le Rom And`O Tedsas" [about thkgyp\,sies] by Ian F. Hancock. Other groups covered in'dude Filipinos, Dutch, Scotts, Irish, WASPs, Span-

A

ish, Poles, Czechs, Norse; Greeks, Skivs, Lebanese,
Wends and Jews.

,. As .) said in beginning this review, the book is
without peer if a teacher is to acquaint students

A Bluebonnet by Any Other Nationality. ....
The Folklore of Texan Cultures, ed. by Francis B.

With the'many frames of Texas past and society. It
is worth every cent of its price.

Abernethf Bicentennial volume by the Texas
Folklore Society. Encino Press (Austin), 1975.
$12.50.

ontributions of the Texas Fallore Society to the
literature about Texas arq, withoUt peqr; no book on
the history, sociebiliart-#Wrature, or people of Texas
Pan be written wMut at least one TFS publication In
Its bibliography. This volume Is no exception; such 13

)

An Old Friend Reappears

Alexander, Frances. Mother Goose on the Rio

the nature of Its contents that every high schoor
and college library In the state needs at feast one
"Volume, no public library can be complete without
it, and individuals who bwn a copy are the envy of

Grande. National Textbook Company (Skokie, Ill.
80076, 1974), 89 pp.
One of the earliest bi lingual, bi-cultural (Spanish-.
English) books in Texaskwas Ms. Alexakder's-version

their friends.
The Folklore of Texan Cultures was collected In
close cooperation with the Institute of Texan Cultures [whose Materials were reviewed last suftimer];

of children's verses; sh was a long time,and yalued
faculty member of AM, Kingsville. The book had long

been out of print and those who owned a first

it follows the pattern established at the Institute,

edition of Mother Goose on the Rio Grande guarded
it more cdrefully than they did their, Bibles. ortu-

and the Texas Forklife Festival is frequently represented among the pictures. The Introductory essay
by R. Henderson Shjuffler, Director of the Institute,
written before his death, sets forth the thesis of the

nately it is again available and every teac er in
Texas

The book give Mexican children's vervis, songs,

bookunity within the multiplicity of the origins of

games, riddles and other material stridly for the

Texans. Indians and Mexicans are represented by a
number of articles; the French, Negroes, Germans
and Polish bkseveral, and a single article on each

younger set with delightful English translations on
the opposite page. This edition has been delightfully
illustrated by Charlotte Baker and is a part Of the

of tie rest is a kind of summary treatment of the
folkways and history of other national and ethnic

National Textbook's iericsSpanish for Young

groups in Texas.

About a third of the articles are original folk

material; among .those
Summr 1976
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.

liked best were two ac-
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Americans. Those-of you not familiar with the offerings in this group are missing one of thstbest lists
by any American' publisher.
:3
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Ortego (New ork: Washington S4uare Press,
1973), 191 92..
Brief arrative description,of bracero's day in

MexicanNAmencen poetry
for'the Secondary School
Liteeature Prpgram
rAlbert D. Treviño

the ctfon fields.
Cob s, Georgie, "Suffer Little Children," El Grito: A
ournal of Contemporary Mexican-American
thought, II, 4 (Summer 1969), 3p-30 4.
Free verse poem in dramatic mode dig,erlyie,
denouncing the insensitivity and hostililf safthin
our schoOls and society and the Ways irwhich

c1/4

-

A r cent list of NCTE aids for teaching minority
hterature emphasizes the concern for multiethnic
literature by stating "When You Teach American
Literature, Make Sure You Teach All of It." In the last
few years the literature, of American mirrOfitie has
been recognized as an essential and integral past of
the secondary school literature program. Thilieqicle
provides an. annotated
liography of some' select
Mexican American pefry which is suitable for use in

they destroy the pride of Mexican A erican
children.

De la Garza, Elena, "Lluvia Gris," Magazin,'' I, 9
,..

an ethnically integr ted high school classroom.
The poetry listed in the bibliography below is
chosen on the basis of three criteria. First, poems
are chosen which correspond to the reading interest
and maturity level of secondary students. Secondly,
literary warks chosen are either in Enghsh or contain

only a minimal agree of standard Spanish or a

(September 1-973),

.

Lyric poem with good visual impressions:A
young boy's game of war becomes tragically.real:
-

Duren, Ricardo Juan, "In My Cell," in From thcBar: A Chicano Anthology,. ed. Luis Omar-Salinas
ptid Lilliah- Faderman (San Francisco: Canfield,
Press, 1973), 1-13-114.
.°

.

Two-stania lyric poem with visual impressions. ,

Sponisq- dialect. Thirdly; worksare cho n
which pose no major, problems of censhoeshi in
terms of the use of "offensive" words which may be
tabooed by the schools. Thus, this bibliography is

arrator expresses his desperation over ,his
ysical (and resulting spiritual) incarceration.
.

t

Durazo, Benjamin, "Grapefields as a Child," in From
the .Barrio; A Chicano Anthology, ed. Luis Omay

not truly representative of the totgl output of conterm-

porary Mexican American poetry. More than half of
the poems in this bibliography, however, deal with
sortfe aspect of the Mezdcan Amercan experience
some statement about situatidn, which is
partipular concern to Mexic n Americans.

Salinas and Lillian Faderrnan (San. Francisco:
Canfield Press, 973), 104-105.
Twd-stanza, free verse metaphorical descrip,.tion of

A Select Annotated Bibliography
of Mexican Ainerican. Poetry

,

Single Works
Adagio, Leonard, "Lost Together With Our
Children," in From the Barrio: A Chtcano
.

Anthology, ed. Luis Omar Salinas and Lillian

stupi Ian, " lors," El EspejoThe Mirror:
cled Mexican-America iterature (Berkeley:
kduinto Sol Publications, 19 ), 196.
A rather abstruse symbo ic poem depicting the
creative process.
Ghllegos, Alberto, "Marked," El GrIto: A Jou47al of
Contemporary Mexican-American Thought,. IV,' 2
(Winter 1971), 72.
Brief free verse lyric poem symbolically express

Faderman (San Francisco; Canfield Press, 1973),
25.

Lyric poem in which the narrator uses an intimate incident within a barbershop to reflect on

Neng Vie culmination- of an extended period of

and lament the acculturat n of his and his

sadness.

children's lgeneration and th irony of their situation.

Gonzalez, Rafael Jes6s, "Ta an Old Woman," New
Mexico Quarterly, XXXI, 4 (Winter 1961-62), 358.,
Lyric poern.with good visual impressions about
an elderly Mexican American woman and what
she represents in terms of her cultdre.

, "My Grandmother Vould Rock Quietly and
Hum," in From the Barrio:'A Chicano Anthology,
ed. Luis Omar Salinas and Lillian Faderman (San
Francisco: Canfield Press, 1974 108-109.
In a nostalgic and meditative mood the narrator
reminisces about his deceased grandmother and
the significant part she played in his early
childhood. The poem is divided into several short
stanias capturing different memories. Theiwork
contains some good descriptions.

Gonzalez, Rodolfo, / Am Joaquin/Yo Soy Joaquin:

An Epic Poem (Denver: Crusade for Justice,
1967).

Epic poem written in parallel fashion entirely in
Spanish and entirely in English. The poem depicts
the history of the Mexican American struggle and

calls for
lidarity, cultural revitalization,
and pol' cal unity.

Jaime,,"Life of a Bracero'When Cotton is in
Season," in We Are Chicanos: An Anthology of
Mexican-American Literature, ed. Philip D.

Gutierrez slosé Angel, "22 Miles," El Grito: A Joyrnal

22
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_of, I, 3
temporary MekicA
iceia,ouv
rp
(Spripg 1968), 40-42',
Fre; verse, bitt
1,,1
Wramatic nienologue re *Niv,st`Arr,"1
on his life as a long Nog Via \vi tplteor Irrr4tilitk,
0.-,nsztIV
shame, and discritninatik)n, rl'or,kthl 'fat he 1°1 w
dangerous because he it tll'
i)t in, door'
c(0,eof C

the fear of losing or destroying the beauty of the
thing one loves.
,

Olives, Richard, "The Immigrant Experience," first
apPeared in 1968 in Bronze, a ellicano news-

paper. [tater "appeared in Octa*Io Romario's

"The Historical and I tellectual Presence=of Mexican Americans," El Ito: A Journal of Contemn Thought, II, 2 (Winter"
porary Mexican-A

flo

CePt his "place" in swjety,

,t

A

Honda, Javier, -"ima's 1-14)4v,i'i Apt)

1969), 32-46.)
Four-stanza, rhymeii lyric poem emphasizing in

attergO'c in

Desert Gold: An AntholOgy v0 tN(4 Hwestel,ti af,c111.,\).
fl rs ecttel
lege Ve ae,. ed. Joar)
% 't °
Jesus G zalez (Ca .y40(.!. 1(
i
ter
legePr ss, 1964). ( vont00,,q t.,xEiz
ekiebityllr
4,7%
Are
Chi:
fn
t:e:
An Anthology of
#1)1 ktn oterapire)
Free verse lyric Kee 10
esi°kes
visual impression t a* oh". autbor
48,
Ite
id
timelessness of the iirlioer7-

O

ironic tone one aspecf of the educational ir-

wes-

1

relevance of the
'Amerlthikstudents.

A

1969), 51.
The frailty angease of movement of the human

19

A take-off from Ro6ort r
effectively uses symilci, itp
sian.

vaileY'a4E1

mind is compared metaphorically to a paper

lost,\N086erldre iy,--01,), --

drarrlatic reversal of iiierriv ;,,m_

A.

oith a )

"Sunday Morning," El Grito: A Journal of
Contemporary Mexiasn-American Thought, III, 1
(Fall 1969), 52-53.
describing various facets of aSun-

"..,113,tepuler;:1:17:41 elk,-

Lopez, Tacho, "Big Timizt crOtsl°N,',. c:op saws, 1. 4
.
, (1969), 38.

N

Etal

icherrie, fluctuating rtIrtger 50-

)

pinWheel.

letirele's, p0Eirri

.

:Ten-stanza lyric

ith

, "Pinwneel,"
Grito: A-Journal qf Contemporary Mexican-A-merldu) Thought": HI, 1 (Fall

f

N

Despertador de-TON.`4

Mexican-

the romance and vitality of the Spring of 10e
the gloom and weariness of Itsve's Wintet.

.

Limen, Jose, "Frost in (ti/a IsOoNi.

,

Grito: A JoUrnal of Contempbrary Mexica
American nought, III, 1 (Fall 1969). 50.
Lyric poem, alliterative in places, contresti

riOmen,

IN Al*

for

Padijla, Ernie, "And I Too-Gracefully Bow to You," El

trth
Ari

Jane, "incongruity,', Nde,4; kon,
tar
1965). (Reprinted
do& % 4,..kicono
Anthology of Mexical),M)01,4 't)
Short free verse lyto ooe,v
egemP
life's iricondruities.

curricutum

day- m rning in a Chicano barrio and its cruel
ironies. The work has some good visual impres-

tlefirlite

sions.

r115YEIIII6

hip" linguage. Auti);114?,((:.\4ccasiontate'zIf
tious people who feighp-jlci4lw,A-1., ': thOse,rnoly tltogo around bumming loat.00-1, °411 c

.-

;.

,

Paredes, A
, "Guitarreros," Southwest Review,,
XLIX, (A tumn 1964), 306.
Lyric poem about theaultarreros and the way in
which they would sing. The pktem laments that the

c

Mancillas, Stella, "Who Arn I, /a,
Drees"
Mexican-A merican (it6"41,110ht, ecilags JosePrilne
Flores (West Haven, ort: r
preSS,

metaphor and visual impressions.

fyi

1912), 16.

Two-stanza lyric

old days are now tone. There is a good use of

4,941n1

1/itk).\
,

PereZ, Martha, "Don't det Ctose," Con Safos, I, 4

rnYn1fa

(1969), 28.

scheme in which the horrttfl'al4Nistiefiriej` proviern
of having to question pOe'O
ntitts tn

Montoya, Jose, "La Jefitik: .n Og

FilreAtanza, free verse poem with sporadic
rhyme expressing narrator's desire to protect

gfirror.

0 '
ed;ion:
00.

rpe
Selected Mexican-ANefictilotetttit-07,
Z

herself from pain and insecurity by avoiding any
Personal involvement.

tavio Romano (Berkeltsy: (40
1969), 188-189.
n ariti
Effective bilingual (ju-at-ro ditiL
c4\3b rsgcoanie',.,ra,:4
English) poems with cicod usnriat a4''''rorry inwro;
sions, alliteration, ar)ci (1%01iyincaddyoung ,,,n
nostalgically ieminisckt
arh
r whP
--11,:nlome rriorarlt
a little boy he and ',is
'were
workers.

Najera, Jose, "I Was Stodfig at
Journal of Conten)AVera(f
A
00'
Thought, V. 1 pall 14v).
Free verse lyric potiro abOl'

Summr 1970
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Ponce, Miguel, "Lament," in El EspeioThe Mirror:
Selected Mexican-American Literature, ed. Octavio Romano (Berkeley: Quinto Sol Publications,
1969), 168.
oBrief lyric poem depicting the sordid aspects of
the big city. Contains good visual impressions and
uses figurative language.

ergo. A

Rivera,lomae, "TheEyes of a Child," in We-Are
Chicanos: An Anthology of Mexican-American
Literature, ed. Philip D. QftegdANeW York:

marro4n
1

Washington Square Press, 1973), 18?

t)vt and deStri "Id
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Brief lyric poem about the magic within a child's
eyes.

Ratil, "A Trip Through the Mind Jail," firtit
appeared in Aztlan, Leavenworth newspaper, May

5, 1970.. (Reprinted. ift We Are Chicanos: An
Anthology of Mexican-American LiteratOrel
Lengthy free verse poem with some good visual
sirnpressions. Tlie author reminisces from his jail
. Cell about his childhood Eadt Austin barrio and his
adventures and experierices there as a youth. One
of the best of the contemPorary Chicano poems.

manusctipts.wianted
fo

\

.Salazar, Roberto Felix, "The Other Pioneers," in We
./Are Chicanos: An *Anthology of MexlchnAmerican Literature, .ed. Philip D. Qrtogo (New
York: Washington Square Press, 1973), 150.
Brief narrative poStn about Spanish Ooneers
who crossed the Rio Grande River and ,settled in
the Southwest a long time beforeetftes.oming of
the Anglo-American pioneers.

Erigliein Texas
Oliarterly Journal -r
of the
Texffs JOint Coundil
of Teachers of English
L Topics

t)

Senehez,elca

.

"Old

:". Le Luz, I, 11 (March

1973), 717.

-

loved and respected.

Villanueva. Tony, "I-Saw the'First Leai'Pall," in Hay
Otra Vor PoOms (Staten island, N.Y.: Editorial
Mensaje, 1972).

Book Reviews
Guest reviews are invited for the regular feature.

Lyric poem metaphorically expressing nerrator's ist love.

"Text* Write," which reviews books by Texas
autikers or books about Texas or Texans. Reviews

exans Write" or inquiries regarding it should

Antholbl.s

be ailed directly to Dr. Allen BriggsBox 537,

At th time this select bibliography was compiled,
there were no Mexican-American poetry antholo-

Laredo, Texas

gies. The following three general Mexican-American
literature anthologies, however, contain numerous
which are puitable for the high schoof leveL
,

words.

3. Your name and mailing address shoulc74ppear
on the upper right-hand corner on page 1i.
4. lxp_ur last name and the page number should
apPear onge 2 and all succeeding pages.

on different themes, universal ones as well 'as
"those related to the ,MeKican American expe'4,-!

Ortego, Philip D., We Are'Chidenes: An Anthology of_
Mexican-American
Literature
(New
York:

A

5, Inclurcie a Statement similar to the following at the
end of your article: "Mrs. Jones teaches 7th grade

Washington Square Press 1973).
The best of the three nthologies. -containing
thirty-four poems, near! all of -which_would be
suitable for the high sch I clasSroorn. everal of
the works mentioned in t is lxibilogrilphy are inpluded in the anthology.

,
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Guide for preparation of manuscripts:
1. The manuscript should be typewritten, doublespaced, on 81/2 x 11 inch paper.
2. The length of the article should be 580 to 3,000

American Literature (West Haven, Ch.: Pendulum
Press, Inc., 1972).
Contains seventeen poems by different poet&

Salinas, Luis Omar and Lillian Faderman; From the
Barrio: A Chicano Anthology (San Francisco: Canfield Press, Harper & Row, 1973).
Contains thirty-six poems, the large majority of
which could be used in the high.school.
(Albert D. Trevino teaches at 'texas A & I University at Kingsville.)

8040.

b

Flo es, Joseph A., Sares & Dreams: Mexican-

rience.,

6

Anything of interest to teache s of.EngliShKindergarten through College. Speial issues focus oh the
teaching of writing, literatur and language.

Lyric poem wiih s me good metaphor in which
the poet rerhembers his brandfathér whom he
.

-se

4.:

English at Washington High School, Del Rio."
6. If you have included copyrighted matirial in your

paper, enclose .a copy of release permitting you
to use it.

7. Include a self-addressed envelope with unattached postage f
script.
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possible return of your menu-

Mail typerritten, double-spaced manuscripts to:
Zenobia VerKer, EIT Editor
University of Houston, C & I
Houston, Texas 77
English in Texas'

